


I Pr(lphets or Madmen 
“Monsters might win battles, but we are going to win 
the war.” 

Visionaries: The thinkers, prophets and leaders 
of the imbued. Hunters struggle against the 
supernatural night after night, but to what end? 

Visionaries look to the future, hoping to guide 
the imbued to a better world - maybe one 
that only they can see. What makes these 
hunters so certain of their calling? And can 
they make their vision a reality? 

T’hey Have Seen the Ci$ht: 
Hunter Book: Visionary is part of a 
Hunter: The Reckoning series dedicated 
to the creeds, the character types of the 
imbued. Learn Visionaries’ philosophies, 
motives and ultimate goals in searching 
for answers to the questions on all hunters’ 
lips: Who  created us? Why were we 
chosen? Can  the supernatural be beaten? 
O r  will we all die trying? 
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A hint of drizzle laced the evening air, threatening to 
become a downpour at any moment. The cold wind blustering 
off Lake Erie swirled the mist about in random billows. Kim 
shivered, turned up his coat collar and regretted not bringing 
heavier clothes or a hat. When he’d planned this trip, no one 
had suggested checking the weather. He looked up and down 
the road impatiently, but there was nothing more to see now 
than there had been every other time he’d looked - just the 
same litter, grime and pale streetlights. The parking lot behind 
him took up almost a quarter of the block and wasn’t a welcome 
change from the cheap cafes, wholesale fabric stores, TV-repair 
shops and other low-rent businesses that he’d passed to get 
there. The neighborhood was quiet except for the highway 
passing over the end of the road. There was nowhere to hide 
here. It wasn’t a comfortable place to be waiting on a cold, 
winter night - where anyone or anything could be out. 

Back home, Kim would be sitting with a cup of coffee at 
his computers, catching up on the afternoon’s traffic, check- 
ing the firewalls, logs and other secure systems, and generally 
making sure that hunter-net survived another day. He missed 
it dreadfully. Cleveland seemed alien, threatening. He wanted 
to be back at his machines, not in the field, in adepressed part 
of a town he didn’t know, thousands of miles from home - in 
over his head. If it hadn’t been so important to try to verify 
something, anything, that the damn Russian had written.. .. 

The sound of a car approaching brought Kim back to the 
moment, but it didn’t alleviate his uneasy sense that this whole 
place was wrong. Kim looked up the street nervously and saw a 
new-looking blue car approach. The driver appeared to be alone. 
Kim tried to empty his mind and breathed deeply several times, 
summoning his focus until, like an old neon bulb, the sight 
flickered on. He waited as calmly as he could as the car pulledup. 
The driver rolled down his window. He seemed no different 
through the sight than he appeared through a normal gaze. 

“Have you walked far?” the driver asked. 
Kim smiled, relieved. “A thousand miles, as God is my 

witness. Uh, Walker37, right?” 
‘Yep. You must be Witness,” Walker replied, grinning. “Wel- 

come to Cleveland. It’sapleasure to meet youinthefleshafierallrhis 
time.” He leaned over and unlocked the passenger door. 

Kim walked around the front of the car, his earlier hesita- 
tion now forgotten. Somehow, the impersonal relationship 

established between the two men online faded now that they 
met face to face. In fact, Kim felt a little excited to put a person 
behind the messages he had received. The warmth inside the 
car rolled out to meet him. He sank into the passenger seat 
gratefully and pulled on his safety belt. “Nice car.” 

“Thanks,” Walker said, pulling away from the curb. “I 
boosted it from a lot back in Detroit.” 

“Is that safe?” As Kim asked the question, he recognized 
the handle of a gun in the door compartment at Walker’s leg. 

“It’ll be fine. It was a quiet lot, out of the way, and I wasn’t 
seen. Anyway, no one will notice it on a Sunday, and we’ll be 
two states away by the time we hit Pittsburgh. I’ll ditch it in 
Toledo on the way home and do the final leg by train tomorrow 
morning. Good thing you don’t need ID to buy a train ticket. 

“You don’t carry any ID?” 
“And be identified if something happened? I’d rather take 

my chances with the few goodcops thanlet themknow who I am. 
At least with thecops I’djust beanother drifter-or JohnDoe.” 

“Whataboutyourgun?Shouldn‘t it behiddenorsomething?” 
“No way. They’re everywhere. Anyone could be with 

them. Shit, it was hard just to meet you. I want something 
within reach all the time. But don’t worry. We’ll be fine.” 

Kun looked fd again, still unsettled. “I have to admit, some 
ofthis isnew tome. I ’ v e s e e n ~ , b u t I i . e b e e n h a n d l ~ i t d ~ ~ n ~ y  
for some time. I’m not used to being out in the open like this.” 

“Then you’re safe with me. See, I already showed you 
three things: guns, cars and, uh.. . no IDS. But come on, you’re 
the guy who did all that computer stuff. You’re like, famous. 
I’m sure you’ve been through all kinds of shit. 

“Well, I used the archives to come up with a plan for 
getting out here. I flew in at lunchtime and booked a room at 
a cheap hotel. I bought a ticket for a show downtown later on, 
so I’ve got an alibi for being out if I need it. Then I spent the 
afternoon buying some computer parts from a guy I found on 
the web, to justify the trip. That’s all pretty solid.” 

“Sounds good,” Walker said. He turned the car smoothly 
up an on-ramp to the highway. “It’s a couple of hours to 
Pittsburgh. You okay with that? I’d rather not stop.” 

“I’ll be fine,” said Kim. 
“Good. It’s not smart to stand still any longer than you have 

to intheseparts.Idon’tknowhowthingsareoutWest,but’round 
here theauthoritiesarecrawlingwithbruises-not just thecops, 



ent, hospitals, even the damn 
an eye out. I see the bruises 

“You mean Echelon, the email filter,? Don’t worry about 
that. Hunter-netrunsencrypted, andonasecure router hop.. ..” 
Kim noticed that Walker had a blank look. “Uh, we’re safe from 
that. If they had that much info on us, we’d be dead already.” 

“Maybethey’rejustwaitingsothatthey-besure whatwe’re 
up to before they take us out,” Walker said glumly. “We’re not all 
tech wizards like you. That’s why I don’t post to the list often. Too 
high-profile. I’m more comfortable with something real, like this. 
Anyway, catch me up with this place you need to check out.” 

never liked going to church.’’ 
The two sat still for amoment, almost as ifeach waited for 

the other to make the first move. Walker finally broke the 
silence. “Come one, no one’s around.” He moved quickly out 
of the car, pistol already in hand. 

Kim flinched at his partner’s brashness. “Do you have to 
toss that thing around? We don’t even know who’s here.” 

Walker holstered his gun irritably, “I knew this was a 
mistake. You can’t always see ’em, you know. Ghosts and shit.” 

Suddenly, Kim found himself in moderator mode, as if he 
had just been flamed in the clumsiest way. “If there are ghosts 
here, do you really think a gun would stop them?“ 

“Have you read Agoqpha yet?” 
“Youmeanlike theBibleandendoftheworldandall that shit?“ 
‘“0, not really. It’s a book that was written by one of us. 

It’s hard to find, but I posted suggestions on the website.” 
“Yeah, well, I’ll look into it the next time I get a free 

moment. I’ve been a bit busy staking and baking, you know?” 
“Well, in one of the sections, the author Fyodor describes 

some sort of experiment he carried out in Pittsburgh, where he 
tied one of us - a woman - up in a basement, face to face 
with a rot. He claims to have left her there for a month until 
she went mad, to see what she learned or how it changed her.” 

“Are you fucking joking? What kind of sick asshole would 

“I don’t know. That’s what I want to find out.” 
“So what happened next?” 
“Uh, nothing, I guess. He claims that he killed the 

woman, the rot, and the bruise that was tending the two for 
him.” Kim tried to sound matter of fact about it. 

Walker fell silent. 
As they headed along the walkway past the church, they hiled 

tonoticethataclosed-circuitsecuritycameraobservedtheupassing. 
The cemetery was as neat and tidy as the adjoining 

church, apeaceful, orderedplace. Kimfound himselfrelaxing. 
“There’s no way something so horrific could happen here,” he 
said, too softly for Walker to hear. He paused, then said aloud, 
“The news story had to be exaggerated.” 

“What are we looking for?” Walker asked, looking tense. 
“A while ago, I started to be able to do somethiig. I found that 

if I concentrate, I can see things that happened in the past,” Kim 
said, almost embarrassed, as if he were trying to pass off science- 
fiction as something real. “I can only do it in certain places.” 

Walker just stared at Kim. Finally, he said, “Uh, okay. 
What do I do?” 

“Keep your eyes open. I get pretty out of it when I try this.” 
Kim closed his eyes and started a breathing exercise. As he 





woman, bruisedand bloody, faced the monster. She was chained 
naked to the table in the same way the creature was to the wall. 
Like the bloodsucker, she hung there staring at the thing that 
stared back at her. Neither blinked, and Kim was sickened to 
realize that their eyelids were held open with safety pins that 
pierced the delicate membranes. A young man looked on, 
smiling. Some kind of taint was visible in him as Kim watched. 

Suddenly, the scene changed and the same young man was 
lying on the floor, the back of his head crushed. Fyodor appeared 
from the periphery of Kim’s vision. The madman turned his back 
on the dangling bloodsucker, smiled at the young woman, and 
gently caressed her face. Then he reached up, wrapped his hands 
around her neck and calmly choked her to death. When he was 
sure she was dead, he turned to the rot, lifted a shovel, and dug the 
edge of the blade into its neck. The head eventually separated, 
and the body convulsed briefly. As Kim watched, horrified, the 
monstrous corpse withered and twisted, hemorrhaging its vital- 
ity. Within moments, it was mangledand leathery, the head little 
more than a parchment-wrappedskull. The stake fell to the floor. 

When the vision faded, Kim came to slowly to discover 
that he was lying on the floor as well. Walker squatted beside 
him, looking concerned. “Can you hear me? Are you all right?” 

“Yes,” Kimsaid wearilyas he got up. “I saw.. .. It was terrible.” 
“It must have been. You dropped like a sack of shit. Scared 

the hell out of me. I thought for a minute that a ghost got you.” 
Kim shuddered, disturbed to wonder whether he might have 

been Walker’s next candidate for a bullet. ‘? saw them, chained 
up, facing each other, a woman and a rot. They were being 
tortured. Another man was watching, the puppet who worked for 
Fyodor, I think. Then Fyodor killed them all. He didn’t even look 
sorry, just curious. I’ve seen enough. Let’s get out of here.” 

“Sounds good to me.” 
Walker turned toward the door and moved too quickly for 

Kim to keep up. Kimfollowed, still dazed-haunted, even- by 
what he’d seen. A ghost of sorts had gotten to him, he realized. 

Suddenly, the doorway lit up brighter than day, dazzling 
Kim. An amplified voice boomed all around: “THIS IS THE 
POLICE. DROP YOUR WEAPON AND PUT YOUR 
HANDS UP.” Kim heard Walker shout, “Fuck you, blood- 
sucker,” as a hail of gunfire erupted. Above Kim, at the top of 
the stairs, Walker spun around as if hit by a sledgehammer and 
crashed down the flight of steps like a broken doll. He 
slammed into Kim, knocking him back to the basement floor. 

Powerful lights shone down the basement stairs to reveal 
Kim where he lay. He tensed in mute terror, waiting for the 
bullets to rip into him. Instead, a voice called down, almost 
gently. “Sir, are you all right? Can you speak?” 

“I.. . I can hear you.” 

Kim nodded. 
Ten minutes later, he was sitting inside an ambulance in 

front of the house, with a blanket around his shoulders and a cup 
of coffee in hand, desperately trying to come up with some sort 
of story. Belatedly, he remembered Walker’s warning and 
forced himself to look at his “saviors” with the sight. One 
officer, talking on a radio, was clearly wrong. Detective White, 
who was crossing the yard toward Kim, seemed normal. 

White sat down next to him. “Mr. Sun, if you’re up to 
talking about it, could you tell me how you got here?” 

Kim stammered something incoherent and froze, sud- 
denly certain that he wouldnever be believed. White, however, 
looked concerned rather than accusing. “Mr. Sun? Are you 
okay?” Kim tried to pull himself together. 

“He was insane. I was trying to get a cab when he pulled over 
and pointed a gun in my face. He made me get into his car.” For a 
moment, Kim remembered Walker’s comforting smile as he pulled 
up when they met, and he felt his eyes blur with tears. “He bragged 
about stealing the car in Detroit. He.. . he drove us out here, to the 
church, forced me to walk through the cemetery and over here. He 
kept saying, ‘I’ll do you like I did the others.’ Then you came.” 

White put a hand on Kim’s shoulder sympathetically. 
“It’s okay now, Mr. Sun. You’re safe. Do you remember where 
you were when he picked you up?” 

Kim nodded. “I was on Main Street.. . in Cleveland.” 
White looked astonished. “Cleveland?” 
“We drove for hours. He wouldn’t let me see where we 

were going.” 
White jotted a few lines in his notebook. “Someone 

monitoring security for the church saw you via closed-circuit 
camera being marched at gunpoint into the cemetery. Then 
three people reported hearing a shot at this address. I’m going 
to have to ask you to come down to the station, Mr. Sun.” 

Terror washed over Kim - of being arrested, of thiigs being 
done to himby prisone rsand worse. “W-why?Ididn’t do anything.” 

White smiled kindly. “It’s not like that. We just need a 
full statement, any extra information or evidence to verify 
what you’ve told me, that sort of thing. It won’t take long.” 

Kim nodded, relieved. 
They got to the station late that night, and it was all over by 

dawn. Kim had his plane ticket, hotel key, computer receipt and 
theater ticket all in his possession to support his version of events. 
The police had no reason to doubt him. White even agreed to try 
to keep Kim’s name out of the papers. Thanks to his statement, 
Walker was going down as a John Doe, shot resisting arrest and 
posthumously credited with Fyodor’s crimes. Kim got the feeling 
that the police were relieved that Walker was dead - that some 
burden had been lifted from them. But a burden had descended 

“Don’t move, sir.” There Was a Clatter of footsteps and 
equipment as three police officers entered the basement, their 
guns drawn. They almost ignored Kim as one rolled Walker’s 

“Clear,”andaparamedicrushedin.Sheputaboxdownandhelt ,.he radio. K~~ started 
beside Kim as more police followed. “Are you hurt?” she asked. 

“No.. . no,” Kim said, confused. 
“I think we got here in time,” the paramedic said to 

someone across the room. She turned back to Kim, shone a L narrow light into his eyes and took his pulse. “He doesn’t seem 
to be hurt. May be in shock though - low temperature and 
pulse, not much dilation. Take it easy just the same.” 

A police detective wearing a professionally concerned face 
knelt down beside the paramedic. ‘‘I’m Detective White,” he I said. “You’re safe. Your kidnapper is dead. Do you understand?” 

upon Kim, because he had brought Walker out here on a personal 
mission, and now his ally was dead. 

As Kim headed for the door, someone touched his shoul- 
i 

dead body onto its back. A moment later, someone yelled, der. “Sir?” was the ewongpoliceman, the hepn on 

“Sir, can we give yvu a LllL 

bored into Kim, and the hunter- . 
Somehow, Kim knew what this &ng was after. Kim had reported 
thatWalkerwasgoingtokillhimlikehehadtheothers.Someone 
mauthorityhadobviouslygone toalotoftro&le todispose ofthe 
second body found at the church - that of Fyodor’s agent, the 
blood puppet. Kim had subtly used that knowledge to his own 
advantage, and at Walker’s expense. His statement had undone 
someone’s coverup, and now he suspected whose. 

“No,”Kimansweredatlast. “I’llmakemy ownway fromhere.” 

_ _ _ _  -= ._.____.__. .., 
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And he said unto them, Nay, but to see the nakedness of the 

- Genesis 42: 12 
land ye me come. 

solve riddles that you don’t even understand? Is it wisdom, 
insanity or simple arrogance that makes you think you can 
find the solutions where others fail? This book helps you 

after the imbuing. The creed,s new powers and rules don,t 
hurt, either. 

But just as you need to better understand your own 
Visionary, you must understand hunter society as it emerges; 
the two are inextricably intertwined. As each of the newly 

purpose, she inevitably compares her experiences, philoso- 
phies and fears to those of others on the streets or on the 
Internet. At first, the recently awakened latch onto anyone 
who understands them; this new world is just too terrifying 

imbued dare meet and make overtures to find each other, 
individuals with similar attitudes and theories are attracted 
to one another and develop like-minded circles. These 
nascent Social groups are the bases for what ultimately 
~ ~ X K I W  the hunter C~eds .  

Yet, during hunters’ emergence, many varied imbued 
can seem to have common goals. As the chosen make 
contact, try to understand their mutual condition and strive 
to work together, similar goals and comparable experiences 
can hide fundamentally different philosophies, whether 
about hunter purpose, the nature of the Messengers or the 
necessary fate of monsters. All hunters agree that the 

Hunter Visionary is a sourcebook to You decide, to determine who your Visionary is, before and develop a better understanding of the Visionary creed and 
its emerging role in the world of Hunter: The Reckoning. 
As a Visionary, you look beyond the simple execution of 
the hunt and fix your mind on the future. Let others decide 
the fate of an individual creature; you look to the big 
picture. If the imbuing is to mean anything, you need 
show the way to a better world, one that others can achieve imbued Struggles to understand her new world, origins and 

Everything you have learned since your imbuing has 
helped you imagine how the world should be: free of 
monsters, hopeful, liberated, peaceful - a better place 

dream of a future world where humanity controls the 
monsters, or where man and work together in 
harmony. For now, though, you understand that the world 
is a darker and more dangerous place than you could ever 
have imagined before. Perhaps it’s worse than you know 
even now. That must all change, you realize, but how do 
you liberate humanity as a whole? How do you bring light 
to the darkness for everyone? What can you do to save the 
world? These are the questions you ask yourself constantly, 
and that you constantly strive to answer. 

But what makes you tick? What compels you to seek 
answers where none seem to exist? What drives you to 

than any living person has ever known. Perhaps you even to contend with alone. In time, however, as more and more 
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How T’O USE r’HIS BOOK 

Hunter Book: Visionary broadens the World of Dark- 
ness as creed members perceive it and offers insights into the 
imbued psyche. It also offers new rules and powers for use by 
the philosophers among hunters, and possibly by other creed 
members. This book can therefore help you better understand 
your character and elaborate upon her. 

Chapter 1: Who Are We? explores from the Visionary 
perspective the nature of monsters, the Messengers and 
hunters, and seeks to explain why the imbued receive their 
gift or curse. 

Chapter 2: Realizing Your Vision covers thinkers’ 
approach to their calling and how they turn their personal 
vision into practical reality when faced with the day-to-day 
demands of dealing with the Supernatural. 

Chapter 3: The Sum of Our Parts... describes Vi- 
sionaries’ relations with like-minded fellows and other 
creed members. 

Chapter 4: Inherit the Earth presents philosophers’ 
attempts to define their purpose and destiny: the fulfillment 
of their dreams for the future. 

Chapter 5: New Rules offers more rules, edges and 
equipment for use by Visionaries and perhaps by hunters of 
other creeds. 

Chapter 6: Prevailing Winds details newly imbued 
thinkers who are ready for play. This chapter also profiles 
creed members who have acquired reputations through word 
of mouth or the Internet. 

C m o n  

supernatural’s hold on humanity must be broken, but not 
everyone agrees on how to accomplish such a feat. Mutual 
experiences and mutual values turn out to be two very 
different things. Hunters can therefore be taken by surprise 
when a fellow “Visionary” really proves to be an inspired 
Avenger or a philosophical Innocent. Sometimes, the cho- 
sen aren’t even sure of their own ideals until they immerse 
themselves completely in the hunt. 

It’s only after the imbued become fully devoted to or 
even obsessed with the hunt that their approaches to it 
become purposeful and refined. Some become determined 
to save monsters’ souls. Others want to see such creatures 
utterly destroyed. When this distillation is complete, the 
creeds as social classifications finally arise. Visionary 
recognizes Visionary and Redeemer recognizes Redeemer, 
all through the creeds’ codified values, intentions and 
goals in the hunt. 

When will hunters achieve such social structure? It 
could take months or years as the imbued struggle to 
understand themselves and then each other. The fact that 
so many edges seem to be shared by the chosen of various 
perspectives and personalities doesn’t help, either. When 
creeds as institutions are finally acknowledged, however, 
the hunt may finally gain the momentum it needs to 
overcome the supernatural, once and for all. Or perhaps 
such cumbersome and fractious divisions will be the hunt’s 
undoing, as imbued fall to infighting and politics rather 
than upholding their higher purpose. 

Ultimately, the course of your chronicle and your 
Storyteller’s vision decide when the creeds become publicly 
recognized in your game. In the meantime, your Visionary’s 
fully developed identity helps define his own society and 
that of all imbued. 
PEUsr EenYEs 

The opinions, theories, information and outlooks ex- 
pressed in this book are presented primarily in three distinct 
“voices.” These Visionary narrators typify the spectrum of 
personalities across the creed as a whole. Each of these 
people presents his or her own take on the origins, tactics, 
relations and ultimate fate of thinkers, and on hunters in 
general. Each, like all Visionaries, has his own concept of 
the way the world should be once the imbued have broken 
monsters’ stranglehold on humanity. 

The creed and its members’ views evolve constantly 
as Visionaries try to define themselves and their aspira- 
tions for the future in a world they no longer understand. 
With no other frame of reference, the chosen often resort 
to the ideas, values and philosophies they possessed be- 
fore their transformation. No two Visionaries have the 
same thoughts about their origins, for example. Thus, the 
questions the imbued ask of themselves and their world - 
not any specific belief system - best illustrate their indi- 
vidual and collective identity. After reading this book, 
you should have a sense of the drives and ambitions that 
inspire and motivate various pathfinders. You should 
sense why these people always feel the need to look to the 
future and a better world, and what influences their 
relations with other imbued. We also hope that you’re 
inspired to fully develop your character’s identity and 
values, to make his dream for the hunt and its ultimate 
purpose just as compelling. 

Each Visionary tends to develop very personal terms 
for monsters, other hunters and the mission, using terms 
that tie into her personal beliefs about the hunt. As 
Visionaries start to meet other hunters and one another, 
however, comparing their formative goals and pitting their 
various theories, they start to evolve a way of categorizing 
other imbued and their ideals. They see that hunters who 
would destroy monsters can clash with those who would 
integrate beasts into society, for example. And adherents 
of each ideology can be antithetical to those who merely 
seek to escape from monsters’ influence. The following are 
formative terms used to label other people, ideas and 
experiences gathered while in the field. 

adversaries, the: A commonVisionary term for monsters 
big idea: Colloquial term for a Visionary’s theory of the hunt 
challenge, the: A common Visionary term for the hunt 
crackhead: Slang for a Visionary who seeks answers to 

questions about the hunt through use of mind-altering substances. 
homebody: Insulting term for a Visionary who rarely 

faces monsters in the field personally, choosing instead to 
devote time to refining a concept of the hunt and directing 
other hunters to that end. 

in the field: Another term for the hunt, often used by 
Visionaries who like to test their theories in practice. 

lurker: A Visionary who spends all her time pontificat- 
ing online instead of getting into the field and pursuing the 
hunt actively. Also: skulker. 

micro-manager: A derogatory term for Visionaries who 
tend to neglect pursuing their personal dream in favor of 
leading a band of hunters on a day-to-day basis. 



prophet: A Visionary who tries to make her ideals 
into a religion. Generally, these hunters are mistrusted 
by other Visionaries. 

revelation: A term some Visionaries use for the moment 
of the imbuing. 

tunnel visionam: A Visionary who has become so fo- 
. the mission that anything else 

seems trivial. 
visionary: A term used increasingly to describe the more 

thoughtful amonq the imbued. Man” other descriptors are 

Gundhi: One man’s struggle to bring an end to oppression 
peaceably. A great Visionary role model, a history lesson and 
a noble biopic. Rent it now. 

Le Morte D’Arthur: This, or any other decent retelling of 
the Arthurian legend, is the classic Visionary tale: A man 
with aspirations for a better world -symbolized by the ideals 
of Camelot - strives to achieve his goals. The tragic end of 
the cycle is much in keeping with the World of Darkness. 

The Matrix: Replace machines with monsters, and 
replace Neo’s extrication from the Matrix with an imbu- 
ing, and you have a Hunter movie. The Visionary? 
Morpheus, of course. 

Vampire$: The book by John Steakley, not John 

pathfinders, 
rs a id  wayfarers. 

terswnolooK[otnerutureanatryto Drlngawu[tnelrconcePt 
m’tcontain~onsters 

or overt cornoat, me struggle to realize a dream is there. Most 
of the following resources contain excellent characters after 
whom you could model your Visionary. 

lfacter illustrates that notevery 
vision is a pleasant one. 

dealing with the consequences of monsters preying upon 
ordinary people, it features two Visionaries - Amanda and 
Felix - with very different outlooks on the challenge. 

The Uncanny X-Men (and umpteen other X-titles): For- 
get the mutant angst and years of convoluted plotlines. At its 
heart, this comic tells the tale of Charles Xavier’s mission to 
achieve understanding between human and mutant. 

J^L...& ̂ ___.^_ 1A E----. :id- i i 





And though I have the gift of prophecy, and understand all 
mysteries, and all knowledge; and though 1 have all faith, so that 1 
could remove mountains, and have not charity, 1 am nothing. 
- 1 Corinthians 13:2 

Subject: New Website 
From: witnessl 
To: hunter.listQhunter-net.org 

be practical. In order to help us all find some common ground 
and focus, despite our apparent differences, I have collected a 
variety of the most insightful and interesting material available 
to me. To make it accessible to everyone, I have sorted it into 

sincere hope that this information will help us all work together 
in tolerance, respect and understanding. Then we can accom- 
plish the larger goals that must be achieved. 

On this page, I have collected ideas about how our 
situation may have come about - where our abilities might 
COmefrOm, what the enemy COUldbel what the Heraldsmight 
want. We understand so little of ourselves and the true world 
that much of this material is, by necessity, speculation. Even 
SO, YOU may find that the questions YOU are left asking Will 
inspire YOU to seek answers, Or to ask Yet other questions. 

many of you know, I make a point of collecting 

been in contact with a number of you in one-on-one discus- 
sions. Given the rifts that seem to be growing betweenus, such 
as the attack on Dictatrixll, the ongoing feud between 
Crusader1 7 and Potter1 16, and the questions surrounding 
(3.acle171, it’s imperative for us all to share 
perspective. Even if we disagree on details, we can at least 
respect each other as human beings and as people selected by 
the Messengers. F~~ those of you who are interested, I’ve 
created a new set of pages off the main site that feature some 
of the best material 1 have received. It can be found at http:/ 

interesting and thought-provoking posts to this list. I’ve also aPProximate toPics* as 0% “who Are We’” It is mY I 

/www. hunter-net.org/unity.html. WHQ f i  AT T’HE JY(ESST!iGERS? 
From cassie247 
Witness, I’ve been thinking. I get to  do that a lot. My 

parents’ coffeehouse is quiet between college terms. So, 
I can think a lot about what’s happened to me - t o  us all. 
I’m a rational person. I like to follow a chain of thought 
carefully, step by step. I’ve been doing plenty of that 
recently, and I believe I’ve arrived a t  some conclusions 
that startle me. Before you can start to  make any 
reasonable deductions, though, YOU have to  get solid 
information to base them on. I’ve concentrated Over the 

about our common experiences, opinions and abilities. I 
think I’m starting off on as solid a foundation as possible. 

From witness1 
@er the Past few m o n t h  I have been collating hfonna- 

t tion and ideas on all aspects of our existence, from the nature 
ofthestruggle thatwe face tospeculationaboutourbeginnings. 
It should be obvious to everyone that the imbuedneed to work 
together if we’re going to stand a chance of making this world , a better place. It should be obvious, but unfortunately it doesn’t 

or even committing acts of violence against each other! 
disastrous events taught me recently, we need to cooperate and 

Seem to be, as a lot of our time and energy is spent bickering - last few months on questioning as many Of us as I can find 
I 

http://hunter.listQhunter-net.org


The most important question in the history of the 
world is “Why?” Without people looking at the things 
around them and asking questions about cause and effect, 
we would still be living in caves and getting dragged around 
by our hair. It’s the question that children ask most - Why 
is the sky blue? Why are eggs shaped like that? All too 
often the answer is, “It just is.” That’s no answer, of 
course. It just means that the parent doesn’t know the 
answer. Well, “It just is” isn’t good enough for us, either. 

Asking the right question is the first step toward 
getting the answer we need. The most important question 
we can ask is “Why have we been changed?” In order to 
come to grips with our situation, we need to  look a t  what 
we’ve become and what we need t o  do. We need to  know 
our limits and definitions, like the border of a jigsaw puzzle. 
Once the corners and sides are in place -we know our own 
framework - we can start filling in the big picture. 

As the beings responsible for opening our eyes, the 
Heralds or whatever you want to call them may be the 
best place to  start. There’s a lot that we don’t know 
about them. (Do we even know anythin ?) But I wonder 

extremely unclear, but maybe irrelevant. It doesn’t mat- 
ter if they’re aliens, spirits, angels, manifestations of the 
human unconscious, time travelers, gods, or any other 
crap that we desperately impose on them to make them 
comprehensible. Knowing their origins would be useful, 
sure, but only so far as i t  resolves a far more vital issue: 
What do the want with us? Too many idiots on the list 

arguing back and forth over their pet theories. If someone 
points a gun a t  you, you don’t stop to wonder if he’s from 
Renton, Portland, Vancouver or Olympia. 

So what /do/ the Heralds want? Maybe we can 
understand their intentions by looking closely at their 
apparent actions. If we can be so bold, they seem to  do 
certain things, or make them possible anyway. 

* Torment us by making us see and resist creatures 
that aren’t human or even alive 

* Bring us face to face with things when we’re changed 
* Instill in us a sense of  wrongness regarding 

* Provide us with special powers 
* Force the meaning of certain signs on us 
* Apparently select individuals from all over the 

world, in all social, mental and physical groups 
* If rumor is to  be believed, return to  certain hunters 

again and again to  provide warnings or hints - or to  
torment them 

* Choose people with (or force people into) certain 
differing types of goals 

Beyond the actions that can be considered proactive, 
or that at least seem like active efforts, there are also 
certain things that they do not seem to  do. 

* Like, tell us specifically what they want 
* Explain about our background or their origins 
* Make us all the same or even compatible with each other 
* Provide financial support 
* Get it right all the time (consider the duds, those of 

* Warn us if we’re in danger 
*Give us an understanding of the true nature of society 
* Explain the nature or weaknesses of the enemy 
* Make us powerful enough to face creatures with impunity 
* Giveusmultipleawakening sifthe firstone isn’tsufficient 
* Explain the meaning of life 
* Awaken everyone in the world 

if we /need/ to know anything a t  all. 7 heir origins are 

waste time Y retting over where the Heralds come from, 

the supernatural 

us who have died, and people like God45) 

If you look at these lists, it might seem like the Heralds 
are doing only half a job. They awaken us to  a different 
perspective, give us some tools with which to  deal with the 
others, and teach us how to communicate with each other 
beyond speaking. They do not appear to give us the 
strength to  take on many of our opponents, give us any 
information, co-ordinate the work they’ve recruited us for, 
or spend any effort trying to  keep us alive. They certainly 
left me to  fumble around. That’s a very poor way to  run an 
army, if indeed that’s what we are. 

If the Heralds are doing half a job, is there a reason 
for it? It seems to  me that there are only a limited number 
of possibilities for doing so. They’re capricious, incompe- 
tent or weak, or a combination thereof. 1’11 consider each 
of these possibilities in turn. 

If they’re capricious, they don’t really care what 
happens to  us once we’ve had our revelation. That might 
mean they’re not particularly concerned about the re- 
sults of tinkering with us, and are perhaps more interested 
in the act of empowerment. That would explain why they 
don’t tell us anything in detail, and why they don’t appear 
to  worry about ourwell-being. However, it doesn’t explain 
why they don’t just enlighten everyone. We read online 
about hunters all over the world and the ’re all as baffled 

thousands of miles t o  affect individual people if there 
wasn’t a method to  the madness? 

If the Heralds are incompetent, maybe they don’t 
have the skills necessary to achieve their aims. In this 
case, we might experience a wildly fluctuating level of 
“service” from the Powers That Be - some people might 
be imbued “correctly,” with full understanding, support, 
ower and information, while others would be completely E roken, unable to function. We /do/ see broken awaken- 

ings. Again, I point t o  the duds, the ones who see but 
don’t change, and to  maniacs like God45. But then most 
of us seem to  report a fairly consistent experience - we 
witness something that isn’t right or should not be, and 
we respond in ways we never dreamed possible. Would 
such a “success rate” (assuming we are successes) be 
likely if the Heralds were incompetent? I suspect that 
their mistakes would vary more, on a case-by-case basis. 

If the Heralds are weak, then they lack the power, 
energy or talent to  make us truly effective. They might be 
doin the best job they can with limited resources, hoping 

why the knowledge we receive is almost instinctive rather 
than overt and consistent, and why some of us can perform 
some miracles while others can’t. It could also explain why 
so few of us, compared to the rest of humanity, are 
awakened, and why we’re so far-flung. It might be the most 
efficient way of utilizing the scant resources a t  their 
disposal, or of overcoming an inherent flaw. 

Personally, I kind of like the idea of a creator who’s as 
flawed as I am. 

What do you think? 

From sixofswords29 

as we are. Why would anyone go out o f t  i eir way to  travel 

for t a e best given the circumstances. That could explain 
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ed straight away 



From sixofswords29 

From forscherin263 

what has happened. 
Although my first choice is always science, this time I 

must use faith. I have few facts about those who chose us, 

My friend Stefan is cheeky. He says to me: “I read my 
Bible in school, and the angel spoke to Mary directly. If it is 
really the angels who choose us, why do they not talk directly 
to us and tell us what to do!” 

I feel that the way the angels touched me proves this theory 
(all theories must be tested if they are to be proven true). It was 
in alab that I first faced the unnatural. My first instinct, once the 

J t & & ~ ~ h + a & * w w  
4 i t u & h r n 4 & * ~ & + & * r n  

Have you perhaps thought of creating a separate list 
soleIy for those of us whose focus on the future, not the 
present? Perhaps then we can share our theories without the 
distraction of the execution of our research? 
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From forscherin263 
Let us look at what wemightknow about how the angels 

1. They seem to bless us when there is a monster present. 
While this may seem obvious, because we all agree that this 

happens, perhaps we do not see its significance, my do they 
choose moments of &is? Had I not acted within seconds 

From witness1 
While I have considered Forscherin’s suggestion carefully, 

I now feel that to create further division amongst us would be 
an error. All imbued should contribute to a discussion of the 
future if we’re going to inherit the Earth, as I was told. It’s just 

choose to bless us. 



when I saw that first monster, I would not be typing this e-mail 
to you Wimessl, nor doing anydung else. Or perhaps I would 
be a dead that walks, too, and you would be trying to decide 
how to stop me. I hope you would succeed, for nothing 
frightens me so much as becoming one of those that we fight. 

Would it not be more sensible to bless us in the quiet 
times, so that we could practice our skills and make plans for 
our meetings with the servants of the Devil? 

Since they allow us no warning, they must have some 
reason for throwing us into the fire. This may be to test us. 
Only the worthy are blessed and we are tested in the 
moment we are blessed. Perhaps the word “blessing” or 
“imbuing” is not a good one. Perhaps we should refer to it 
as the “testing.” But what can one little lab operator do to 
change what others say? Everything I can. :-) 

I do not count many blessed here or in the real life that 
have been tested when it did not matter. Always, a life was 
in danger or someone had to be saved. If we walked away, 
harm would be done. 

This does not seem wise, but I believe the angels are good 
and caring and wise. So there must be a reason why they ay 
to test us like that. It must be that the situation is urgent. 

I have read that Fyodor wrote of a final battle and the 
signs of its coming. This sounds much to me like the tales of 
the Bible. So, perhaps the angels choose to bless us when it 
is urgent, for there is not time to be lost. 

My theory is that we are blessed because we are needed 
desperately. we are blessed in ways that suit who we are 2nd 
we are tested to be sufe that we are worthy. This all Seems 
to me to fit the available data. 

T’HE SELEWIO!! hflCiSS 2. The angels choose lots of different tests. 

From sixofswords29 
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From forscherin263 
I have talked of tests of killing, and some of us do that 

well, whether we do it to protect people or to hurt the 
monsters. I have also talked of tests of caring. What about 
people like you and me and Cassie, Witnessl? How do you 
test a mind rather than the emotions? 

It is not, as Sixofswords suggests, a test of leadership. 
That is only an element of it. To me, it is more that we are 
presented with a puzzle to solve than a crisis to resolve. We 
take more away from OUT imbuing than the satisfaction of 
averting disaster and the knowledge that monsters are real. 
We take away the first clue that will help us build a theory 
of what it all means, Hidden within that encounter, I believe, 
is a piece of data that we could use as a key to unlock the 
secrets that the angels have showed us. That is how impor- 
tant the event is, and why it affects us so. Is that not a 
common point for us all? 

I was left with the question of finding a link between 
rats and monsters. Stella142 says he had to find the link 
between the dead that walks and its victim. Both of us had 
to deal with the aftermath of our encounter, and only then 
did we adopt a role like leadership. 

Matze would laugh if1 said I lead the boys. I do not lead 
them. I talk to my friend Andreas, who is very sweet and who 
always wants to protect me, and he listens. He then goes to 
Matze, who listens to Andreas. I do not lead the boys, though. 
That is Matze's job, as he so often says. 

No, I do not lead. Instead, I examine what the boys have 
done and I look for the clues, those pieces of data that will 

allow us to build a picture of what the hidden world truly is. 
I have the access to the data from the three of us, and other 
hunters whom I have met, like the lovely Lotusl9. 

When we all start to share our data and the findings we 
have made, then we might take steps toward understanding 
what we must do to meet the challenge the angels have set us. 

k GZRTRIM Q U R ~  
From sixofswords29 

From forscherin263 
I think many of us who take up the challenge of planning 

and understanding Gods mission for us were those who lacked 
direction before the blessing. I was one of those. I had my 
degree and my job, but neither were exciting anymore. I just 
went from day to day without real purpose. 

Then my eyes were opened by the angels and all that 
changed. Now, I understand the world. Now I have the purpose 
mylifelacked. Itwas asifIwasanemptyvesselwaiting tobefled. 

The first thing I did was sit back and think "what does this 
mean?" I have never stopped asking that question. I will never 
stop asking it until I understand it all. When I understand it all, 
then I will help make a better world. 

That is the second thing we must have: the skill to make 
our vision into the reality. I have my science. Sixofswords29 has 
his leadership. Wimessl, you have the internet. There are many 
more. That is how we were chosen. 

& E I M  lM6UE@ 
From cassie247 
Assuming some of the limits that the Heralds seem 

to work under, we can guess at what the might want by 

from personal experience and the range of people on 
hunter-net, that the Heralds have had an effect all over 
the world, that they seem t o  reveal the truth to us, and 
that they might be the ones who give us tools with which 
to deal with our adversaries. If they take any direct action 
for or against the others, I haven't heard about i t  or seen 
any creature be taken care of mysteriously. I don't hear 
any stories that would suggest they actively wipe our 
adversaries out, or forcibly change their hearts. Other- 
wise, why would we be needed? 

And yet, there is possible evidence of direct 
Herald intervention in monster activity: during the 
invasion of hunter-net by those two mysterious post- 
ers, Carpenter and Ichmail. Both seemed t o  find their 
way onto the list, past your impressive defenses, 
Witness (one of them even claimed t o  be repeatedly 
/forced/ onto the list). Then they seemed t o  vanish a t  
approximately the same time. Witness, you yourself 
talked of your security being opened and closed. The 
whole event seems anomalous t o  me. I would expect 
t o  see those kinds of mysterious events repeated 
often, everywhere, if the Heralds took an active 
stance against the creatures. I posit that, by the 

looking at what happens to  us -the reve Y ation. We know, 



1 
nis wasra~en 

ma 

absence of such events, the Heralds devote the great 1 majority of their time and energy t o  messing with us. 
If that’s true, it could mean they’re trying to  achieve 

their pur oses through changed people alone. I’ve dis- 

Not /all/ factors are the same for all people, though. 
Some people receive a verbal mesa e, like I did, while 
others claim that some written wor 8 s are changed, or 
they have an extraordinary sensory experience, like a 
smell or a hallucination. Aside from our special sight and 
understanding, we don’t all receive the same capabilities 
as each other, either. And some of us claim to be 
contacted by the Heralds repeatedly, while for others the 
first time appears to  be the last. 

I think you can look at the moment of awakening as an 
increase in energy levels, like an empowerment. Yes, we all 
seem to  see the others a t  that moment, and yes we all 
seem to  be contacted by the Heralds, but those are 
transient elements of the change, not lasting ones, and 

: therefore, I propose, symptoms of the change rather than 
I the purpose of it. If they were the purpose, why don’t they 

last longer? Assuming that the enduring functions com- 
~ mon to  us all are the critical ones, the ones that most 

closely reflect the purpose of the Heralds, we should look 1 most a t  the only two changes that we all seem to gain: the 
SI ht and the Word. I have not spoken to  any awakened 
wfo has not received both of these things. 

cussed w E at effects the change seems to  have in common. 

- -  - 
The sight allows us to  recognize the truth about the 

creatures that claim our world. It allows us to identify our 
adversaries. If my experiences are common, our special 
vision does not appl all the time, though. We need to 

supposed to concern ourselves with /all/ the others that 
are out there, just the ones that we encounter a t  times 
or places of our choosing. The implication is that we need 
to  approach them tactically, or only worry about them 
during conflict. I don’t think the sight is designed to  save 
our sanity - the truth is so horrible that it wouldn’t make 
any real difference. In fact, we’d probably be better off 
seeing all the time, to  settle that gnawing uncertainty and 

aranoia that afflicts us when we don’t. It could be E ecause use of the sight harms us in some way, saps our 
strength or something. But if that were the case, fre- 
quent users might report some sort of trouble. I’ve never 
heard anything like that, but then maybe it’s too soon. 

The code allows us t o  communicate. I’ve formed some 
surprisingly complex messages with a bunch of symbols 
that I just seem to /know/. We also seem t o  understand 
what other writers say - as if we place meaning beyond 
the forms, like hieroglyphics. But even this special commu- 
nication is limited. There’s only so much that can be said, 
and we can’t read each other‘s minds or sense each other’s 
presence (that I know of). Would those kinds of abilities be 
infinitely more useful to us? 

So, at the core of our purpose are two possible 
basics: We can choose to  see and we can choose to  
communicate. To me, those are the characteristics of a 
person who blends into the background and life of the 
society she infiltrates, and waits for the correct moment 
t o  become active, like the Hashishim m history profes- 
sor talked about. It’s like we’re suppose dy to  blend into the 
crowd, yet be able to  gather information and pass it on 
secretly. Remember that, and I’ll get back to it shortly. 

Some seemingly inconsistent effects of the awakening - continued contact (if it really happens) and our various 
gifts -might also tell us something about our state. In truth, 
although I list both of these here, I don’t think that any 
on oing contact from the Heralds is particularly significant, 
an 8 might just be delusional. There seems to be no pattern 
to it, and while it may rovide some sort of advantage - 
unpleasant situations - it also seems to cause a lot of 
confusion. Are such people (I call them “speakers”) any 
safer than the rest of us? Assuming they’re sane and telling 
the truth, a rational explanation might be that speakers are 
somehow easier to communicate with, that they have some 
kind of close tie to the Heralds. Presumably, our benefactors 
would aspire to give us all this level of attention, but cannot 
for one reason or another. 

As for our powers, I wonder if there’s a pattern t o  
them, after all. It’s difficult to  be sure, but I’ve emailed a 
lot of different people, asked questions and taken notes. 
You see a lot of different attitudes toward the revelation, 
but I think we can break them down into four ap roximate 
groups: Kill the Others, Be Caring, Evaluate tEe Others 
and Consider Theories. I refer to the groups as Killers, The 
Caring, Evaluators and Theorists. Obviously, each division 
has some overlap, and each one includes a wide range of 
attitudes - it’s hard to classify various and diver ent 
people too stringently. However, there appears t o  t e a 
correlation between groups of attitudes and the capacity 
for particular powers. 

Many Killers, for example, report pickin up pipes or 

Some caring report being able to  heal the injured (although 

concentrate on it. T r: at indicates t o  me that we’re not 

several posters have ta P ked about being warned of traps or 

boards and swin ing them t o  devastating e f: ect - much 
worse than anyt R ing they expected or could do before. 





From forscherin263 

From witness1 
I think the next Each of us must make our choice as to how we use our 

gifts. I think if we look at who we are we will find OUT way. 
I am a scienrist, so 1 research. SoS29 is a manager, so he tells 
people what to do. Cassie247 is a thinker and a student, so 

is Of particular im€X)rtance. 
really hits the nail on the head with his observations. Too 
us ignore hard facts that don’t suit our own worldviews. 

of 

From sixofswords29 



Flame61 I distrust. She sets herself up as a religious 
leader, claiming a direct link to the Lord. I do not believe she 
has one any more than me or you. 

T’HE !ISIORRRY RW 
From cassie247 
Believing that we are guerrillas does leave certain 

questions unanswered. Why are specific individuals awak- 
ened? What does i t  mean that there are no specific 
groups beyond the four that I list? What are our adversar- 
ies? What, in other words, is our sense of self? 

These questions strike to the very heart of our identity. 
Answering them is one of the most important tasks for 
those of us who are theorists. As people, we all need 
something to focus on and believe in: a god, the world, even 
a career. Successful armies need causes to believe in, grand 
visions that justify personal sacrifices. We work far more 
effectively when we can hold onto accepted truths behind 
our causes. Without reasons, we lack focus and inspiration. 

Because of the seemingly haphazard way that we are 
awoken, many of us have to  find a sense of meaning in our 
own individual callings. That’s good in one way, but it’s also 
dangerous, because it promotes narrow-mindedness. In 
the absence of a greater sense of purpose around which all 
hunters can rally, a Killer becomes fixated on destruction, 
the Caring focus on helping, and Evaluators make only 
moment-by moment decisions, none with clear sense of 
greater purpose. Without that sense, these people come 
to believe that their roles are the only worthwhile ones. 
That’s when rivalries and dissension -the likes of which are 
all too obvious on hunter-net - emerge. 

Sun Tzu teaches that any military operation needs to 
be united. There needs to  be a clear chain of command, a 
strategy, and the different branches of the force need to 
respect one another. Since the Killers, Caring and Evalua- 
tors are preoccupied, I think we Theorists should encourage 
such respect, open-mindedness and unity. It’s our role to 
analyze our larger purpose and explain it to the other 
groups, so that they have something greater to believe in 
than just their particular roles. Something that allows them 
to rally, despite their differences. Leading is not about 
giving orders or knowing what’s best. It’s about providing 
a focus to get behind so that specialists -who know what 
they’re doing - can do so without distraction. It’s impos- 
sible to over-stress that point. As Theorists, we are the 
glue that holds the awakened together. As long as the 
imbued remain divided, we fail at our appointed task. 

In that spirit, I have considered the first question I 
discussed: ‘Why us?’ I think there’s is only one answer that 
fits the erratic distribution and timing of our awakenings. 
When a situation arises in which humans can be exposed 
to monsters without guaranteeing human deaths, the 
Heralds attempt to empower those people. We are the only 
ones mentally capable of coping with the truth and doing 
something about it. The rest can’t handle it, whether ever 
or in that moment, and their minds shut out the Heralds 
and the truth. If I’m right, the next time you ask“Why me?” 
remind yourself that you might be stronger than everyone 
else. It helps - not much, but some. 

HIST QRlCM6Q#TEXr 
From witness 1 
So, are we something new? That seems to be just one of the 

questions that haunts so many of us. Have people been changed 
like this before? Been confronted with revelations about a world 
they never imagined? Seen monsters? If so, what can we learn 
from them, and why don’t we seem to know about them at all? 



From forscherin263 
I believe that we blessed are new to the world, and that the 

Lord has apurpose for us.The available evidence seems to show 
that we are no older, as a group, than a few months. 

So why has the Lord chosen now to act? Are our 
enemies new to the world, too? Some new ploy of the Devil 
to lure our souls to damnation? Or has their evil simply 
become too much? Consider this: When the sins of the 
world became too much, the Lord sent the Great Flood to 
cleanse the earth. When the sins of its people needed 
redemption, he sent his only son to atone for our sins. 

When the Fallen One's servants grow too strong, God 
chooses his own servants, us, to fight them. While a demon 
will lie in the service of the Adversary, the angels lead 
Carpenter160 to our online conference for a purpose. 
Within his lies there might be some truth. I t  makes me 
uncomfortable to use data from such an unreliable source, 
but we have so little pure information to work on. Every 
little bit must be analyzed as much as we can. 

If the return of the dead from purgatory, or perhaps 
Hell itself, is a new phenomenon, then it is no wonder that 
the Lord has acted. Maybe these demons, the "hidden" as 
Bookworm55 terms them, have led the damned souls from 
Hell back to our world. The angels have chosen us to fight 
against the forces of the Fallen One. 

From forscherin263 
It saddens me that so fewpeople believe anymore. I think 

I have talked more of my belief in God and Jesus in the last 
few months in my e-mails to you Witnessl, than I have done 
in years. Other than the few who attend my church, I know 
few peoples who still follow the word of God. Too many of 
them are fanatics like Crusader17 or Joan.296. 

I think this is our problem. Too many people have lost their 
faith, and with every soul that strays, the powers of the ail ones 
grow stronger. We are so clever that we tell ourselves that good 
and evil are merely creations of the clever human brain, but this From sixofswords29 

sense to me. We serve good. Evil mes to tempt us from the path. 
That is not new. The Bible has always taught us that. Perhaps 
it matters more to the blessed, though, for if we fall, our 
capabilities could allow us to do terrible harm. 

I fear that Fyodor has fallen and that his writings were as 
the last words of Lucifer as he fell from Heaven. 
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From forscherin263 
The answer as to where the monsters come from is 

made monsters to mock Creation and spite the Lord. 
One can easily understand the existence of the variety 

of adversaries in terms of ecology. In the natural world, 

in which it can exist a habitat in which to live, a food source 

are corrupt. Perhaps the devil's mark is that corruption. 
Some beings which are particularly successful create a niche 



one be found among you who sacrifices his son and 
daughter in the fire, who practices magic or sorcery, 
interprets omens, or who is a medium or spiritist or who 
consults with the dead.” 

I am sorry for them but there is only one choice when 
dealing with wizards. Exodus chapter 22, verse 16: “Do not 
suffer a sorceress to live.” 

Many have criticized Fyodor for killing a hexe when she 
made herself known to him. While Fyodor claims to have 
done many bad things, that was not one of them. 

From sixofswords29 
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Mrcn- BErcSr.S 
From forscherin263 
There are werewolves. We have legends in Germany 

that tell of them being hunted here only a few centuries 
ago. Some people QXI hunter-net have said that we can talk 
to these man-beasts, that we have common cause. I say you 
are fools. Every “werewolf” we have met has been a raging 



beast that tried to kill us. Other hunters I know here say the 
same thing. They show no  mercy in the way they treat us. 
We must do the same. 

Where do they come from? This is what I started to say 
at the beginning of my e-mail. There are more than just wolf- 
men. Other beasts are reported, too, as at http:// 
www.hun ter-net.org/ huntersurvivalguide. 

Now, I am a scientist and I know that science does not 
allow an animal and a man to be the same being and to 
change in sue. Where does all the mass go when they do  so? 
There is no answer to that question, so I must turn to the 
supernatural for an explanation. 

This is not easy for me, but I was able to examine the 
body of a man-rat not long after I was blessed, and I could 
not find anything unusual about it. Once it had died and 
become a rat once more, it seemed to be a normal animal, 
although large. I see a lot of dead rats in my work. I am sure 
it was just the same. 

But I did find something. It carried a terrible virus that 
could have caused much illness should it have escaped. This 
is interesting. Maybe it was never really a rat-man. Perhaps 
the angels' gift just made me see it that way to show me it 
was dangerous. When Matze killed it, it stopped being so 
dangerous, because it could no longer bite anyone, and so 
I saw it as it really was once more. 

We may misunderstand what the Messengers really 
show us. Maybe fangs and rotting flesh are just signs of 
danger, not of supernatural monsters. This is something to 
ponder, for if it is true it changes everything. 

If this is not the case, where else can I turn for advice? 
The Bible does not give guidance on such creatures as it 
does with wizards. 

I know the man-beasts must be the work of the Devil in 
some way. What cause would he have for combining man 
and beast into one body? I cannot believe that he does it to 
elevate the animal to our state. What harm would that cause 
an animal? Perhaps he does it to lower man to the level of 
an animal. 

Could the man-beasts be servants of the Devil who have 
failed him? As apunishment, he has made them one with the 
animals, to make them lower than other men. Once he has 
done this, he leaves them on earth to do his work. No 
wonder they are all so angry. 

I do not know if this is true. I do not know how to test 
it. But these are the only theories I have. 

From sixofswords29 
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He shall fly away as a dream, and shall not be found: yea, he 
shall be chased away as a vision of the night. 

-Job 20:8 

From witness1 

From cassie247 



share in our visions. Our duty is to  look to  the big picture 
and point people in the direction of an ultimate goal, 
something bigger than any single person, but not bigger 
than us all. It would be something we could work toward 
and find purpose in, replacing N and maybe even 
replacing religion. 

In essence, pointing t o  a oal and encouraging people 

and evangelists do. Religions would die if they didn’t set 
followers minds on something else - something that 
can’t quite be quantified yet that can’t quite be dis- 
missed, either. That said, 1’11 let you in on the secrets of 
the guru trade. (There’s a lot t o  be learned by hanging out 
with the overeducated in a college town. That, and 
college kids are highly susceptible t o  suggestion, despite 
how smart they think they are.) There are three keys to  
successfully persuading someone t o  believe in a mystical 
ideal. You need t o  appear wise, target the receptive and 
back up your claims with evidence. 

Wisdom is shockingly easy to  imitate one-on-one. I’ve 
been doing it for years. First of all, listen to  your target. Let 
them talk to you. Encourage them. Be sympathetic. Let 
them pour out their hopes and fears. Get them to open up. 
You do this by smilin , nodding, saying the occasional “uh- 

Then, once they realize they’ve said more than they 
feel comfortable with, they’ll clam up, but they’re vulner- 
able. Tell them some things they want to  hear. How good 
they are, how insightful, sensitive or right they are. Make 
some comments that pander to  their stereotypes, whether 
they’re jocks or artists or environmentalists. Tell them an 
anecdote that reinforces their beliefs. They’ll believe they 
were right to  open up to you, and they’ll start trusting you. 

Finally, as the clincher - and this is where you really 
appear wise - tell them some truths that they don’t want 
to  admit, but that they know deep down. Pick something 
that’s a core part of their world and tell them something 
about it that they don’t want t o  hear, like they can’t 
maintain relationships because they demand too much, that 
they can’t commit to any goal because they’re afraid of 
failure, or, in our case, that they feel lost in this new world 
because they were lost in life before and never acknowl- 
edged it. Be sympathetic, but don’t shrink from rubbing it 
in. They’ll be bowled over by your insight and perception. 

If you want them to do what you want after all that - 
ideally follow you - tell them you can show them how to 
overcome their problems. That’s the point where you explain 
your personal theories. Put them over as fact and tie them 
into the target’s needs and insecurities as much as possible 
so as to  hammer the message home. That’s where the 
second factor comes in: the target’s vulnerability. There’s no 
point in trying to convert someone who already believes in 
something else. It rarely works. Your impression of wisdom 
will be flawed to them, because your answers won’t be their 
answers. Instead, select people who are confused, hurt, 
depressed or otherwise directionless, as many imbued are. 
They’ll be really eager for anyone to make sense of the world, 
and be grateful t o  you for showing the way. 

The third factor, evidence, is far more nebulous. It 
depends on your theories. I base my perceptions on 
rational deduction, so I can go through things step by 
step as evidence. If A leads t o  B and B leads to  C, then 
they all must lead to  D. It’s pretty convincing. You may 
need to  point to  events in the real world, common 
experiences a t  the imbuing, the shock of receiving gifts, 
visions of creatures - anything that backs you up. Make 
a good case and the target’s yours. 

And before you say anything about manipulation or 
abuse Witness, remember that our purpose as Theorists 

t o  believe in it isn’t that dif ? erent from what preachers 

huh,” and most of a il keeping your mouth shut. 

is to  give the awakened something to  rally around - to 
help them t o  stay strong. Beliefs give them power. We’re 
not abusing anyone. We’re helping save their lives. 

Which brings me t o  other Theorists. Many of us have 
ideas that can all work well together. I focus on the 
structure of our purpose, and how we should operate as 
guerrillas. Witness, you believe we should all work together 
through the Internet. Those two positions are complemen- 
tary. In fact, many of our collective ideas as Theorists /do/ 
fit together. We have /pieces/ of the big picture. 

Some, however, do not, and their ideas clearly and 
obviously fail t o  fit in with the larger tapestry. Irrational, ill- 
fitting theories can still serve a role as a focus for a small 
group t o  follow, but they should not be allowed t o  spread. 
They weaken our cohesion - no problem really for a cell 
or two, but a big problem if they become widespread. 
Those Theorists that we identify as divisive should be 
primary targets for conversion t o  a more complementary 
position. This is critical. I suggest bringing together agree- 
able theorists in a semi-formal association, with a collective 
plan, and then try to  bring dissenters around. If they won’t 
play ball, they should be isolated as much as possible from 
the bigger ideal. As their predictionsand hopes fail to  come 
true, they’ll lose their followers anyway, so there will be 
little long-term danger. 

T’HE FIRST FEW DRYS 
From forscherin263 
I felt so much in those first few weeks that it is difficult 

to explain. I shall try. I felt fear, that the monsters were real. 
I could not leave my home for some days. I was so afraid as 
to what I might meet. I telephoned my lab and told them I 
was ill. Then, I started to feel just a little bit of excitement 
as I considered if perhaps a new world had opened up before 
me. I felt pleased that I had heIped deal with the rat-thing 
that could have harmed others (if it was real at all...). 

Soon, I could not sleep. I kept thinking of that one 
word, ”BEWARE.” I was told so very much and so very little 
in that moment. Then the dreams came when I was awake. 
I do not think I would have got through it if Matze, Andreas 
and Stefan had not been there that first time. They already 
knew. They had already met, and helped me understand. 

After a while, when I was not with them or at work, all 
I could do w a s  think about what I had learned and before long 
I wished to know more, much more. My old friends did not 
see me anymore. I had no time for them. 

Sometimes I would just sit at my window of my 
apartment, watching and hoping to see something. I never 
saw another rat-thing, but there were so many dead that 
walked. I must have seen two or  three in one week. Then I 
saw a woman who had something inside her. I could not tell 
what it was, but it seemed like there were two people inside 
the same body. It was very disturbing. For a while, I thought 
perhaps all this had happened to me, that something that 
had come inside me and made me see these things. 

That woman made me wonder who I had become, or at 
least who might have joined me. So I looked in the mirror 
and studied myself in the same way I saw that first time. But 
I could see nothing different. I saw nothing special about 
Matze, either, so I took solace that I was not host to another. 

I began to think that the demons were here on earth and 
that God had a purpose for me. I have not come up with a 
better theory yet. At the time I was scared, though, so I did 
nothing. Matze grewimpatient after a short time and said the 
onlyway I was to come to my senses would be by joining them 
out there. The three of them came to where I live, took me out 







T'ERM-BUI~DIYG ExERcisEs 
From sixofswords29 

Matze was the one who they all listened to. He had seen 

Stefan met and talked with the dead that walks, which 

I could see that Matze was both happy that it was gone 



I have not told them yet what my big plan is. I do not 
know how they will react. I do not think Stefan will like it, 
but I think Andreas and Matze will both see its good 
points. Andreas will see it as a way to protect people and he 
will be happy. Matze will see that it makes his enemy 
weaker, and he will be happy. 

What should I do about Stefan? I do not need to tell him 
just yet, I think. I do not know enough facts about our 
adversaries to create my Virus, but I pray to the Lord that he will 
send enough monsters to me that I may study them. 

Maybe by then I will think of a way to explain to Stefan 
that this is the work of the Lord that we do. 

8ov ~ I N G  Go 
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External -going in 
3 course that I endo 

From forscherin263 
How can anyone live a normal life when thev have been 

Everything I do not need for food and clothes and 
somewhere to live is for the hunt now, and this is as it should 
be. In Matthew chapter 16, verse 24, it says: “Then Jesus said 
to his disciples, ‘If anyone would come after me, he must 
deny himself and take up his cross and follow me.”’ 

I too want to save humanity, so I must take up my cross 
and deny myself. I have so much research to do, so much to 
learn and understand that the time for those things that are 
trivial has passed. Maybe one day my work will be done and 
I can relax and enjoy myself once more, but for now my 
reward is my calling. 

h P R R C r  ICltC h ! C S  
People like us, Witnessl, have chosen a very hard job for 

ourselves. Not only do we have to play the game to make other 
people listen to our ideas, but our research is so hard. 
Sometimes I wish for assistants like I am a lab assistant at work. 
I need someone to look after the boys when they go to fight 
and I need someone to help me do my studies. Perhaps I will 
find others, like the boys found me. 

Until that day, we must deal with the problems that 
come with research. We can learn more about our adversar- 
ies through three methods: consulting existing research, 
observation and experimentation. 

The amount to be gained from the first of these is 
limited. As most persons are unaware of the fallen ones, 
there has been little or no research on them. I will not take 
mythology as coded evidence as Sixofswords29 occasionally 
seems willing to do. The only viable research source is 
hunter-net and I’m am sad to say the methodology of many 
of our posters is very questionable. The only rigorous one 
here seems to be Doctorll9. Descent88’s conclusions are 
also useful, if a little shallow at times. 

Perhaps if Stefan does well with his talking to the fallen 
ones, they may be able to provide some data themselves. The 
Lord is merciful, and perhaps some of the enemy can be 
brought back into his light. If they were to help me, surely it 
would improve their standing in His eyes. Perhaps He will 
even forgive them and free their souls from Hell, when their 
physical body is gone. 

Observationisusefuland forms themajorityofmyresearch 
to date. I do not let my boys go out without me, as I do not want 
to miss the opportunity of learning something new about our 
adversaries. I am so scared and so excited every time we go out. 
I cannot help but feel that we have very little chance to study the 
creatures in their habitat. I am attempting to talk Stefan into 
allowing me more time with him and the monsters he talks to. 
He seems to have the ability to do this that I do not. I could rely 
on his findings but they are so vague and emotional sometimes. 

The last method is to experiment. Eventually, I intend to 
experiment in the field, but that is a distant aim, not a short one. 
I have to make do with samples I take from those we destroy. I 
did this for some months and learned much. I have not sent my 
results to hunter-net, but I have discussed them with Doctor119 
and Descent88 and we have reached some useful conclusions. 

Now I am extending my studies to whole bodies. We 
cannot store these in my apartment. It is lucky that Andreas 
has a basement in which to place them. It is not exactlysterile, 
but I have to accept what the Lord has provided. The biggest 
problem is getting the bodies to Andreas’ car without us 
being noticed. He is also rather hesitant about them rising 
again, but has agreed thus far to my requests for assistance. 

Wekilledaman-beast once, adifferentonefrom thatIsaw 
first. We were very lucky I think, and poor Matze came close 
to death. Andreas has been given a great @t, the @t of healing, 



not sure how I will react when that time comes. 

From cassie247 

illegal to the casual observer, you don’t need to  worry too 
much about hiding things from the rest of the world. It’s 
kind of like that criminal philosophy: “Look like you’re 
supposed to  be doing it and no one will bother you.” But 
then, sometimes YOU have to  do things in public that are 
obviously wrong or crazy, like using your gAs. People tend 
not to  take that too well, almost going hysterical and 

are thrown Off to Some degree. 
If any of these suggestions offend you, remember 

that we’re fighting a guerrilla war. That means we have t o  
adopt terrorist tactics. They work far better for weak, 
disconnected forces such as ours than a frontal assault 
does. Very often, that means doing things we never 
would have considered before. Do you think religious 



terrorists look forward to taking hostages or killing 
people? Sometimes those are the only means a t  their 
disposal to make their statement and provoke change. I 
don't see where we're any different. 

Perhaps one day I will 
helps people see the monste 
to do this yet. If people see t 

people will die. 

make the monsters weak. It must come that way. 
I cannot make the people see the monsters until I can 

From sixofswords29 

From sixofswords29 

From forscherin263 

as difficult as possible for the police to find us. 

likes it. I chide him for it sometimes, but he does not laugh, 
although I think he does while I am not looking. Even 
Andreas has a gun. We should not have them and we hide 
them. I have not asked how they got them. I do not want 
to know every fact. 

I do not know what I will do when I need something for 
my study and I do not have the money to buy it. I will not 
steal to do Gods work. That does not seem right to me. 
Perhaps not having the money is a sign from God that it is 
not needed. I do not always need my machines. God has 
given me the gift which allow me to look at the enemy and 
know things about them. Andreas believes we get new gifts 
as we learn more about how we should hunt. I prey that God 
will give me more gifts that make machines unnecessary, to 
be free of their need. 



can escape from the monsters for good, but I think your 
idea is a good place to help make our visions work. A safe 
place to plan, like hunter-net is a safe place to have a 
conference and exchange ideas. You see? We can all make 
our plans one greater plan. 

My problem is those who think their plan is the only 
one. We have to be very careful about these people. We 
need their plans to make the greater ones, so we cannot 
simply get rid of them. Some will try and stop other 
people's plans, so we must be vigilant to make sure that 
does not happen. 

I do not like to have to watch other blessed, but we 
must help each other. I t  is also for the good of the ones 
who have too much pride. If they believe that their goal 
is the only one, they could believe that it must happen at 
all costs. That is a crack in our armor, which the Devil can 
use to weaken us. 

From sixofswords29 
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From forscherin263 
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Then thou scares t me with dreams, and tewifiest me through visions: 
So that my soul chooseth strangling, and death rather than my life. 
-Job 7:14 

From witness1 

can’t afford them any longer. We all need to explore ways of 
working together respectfully. On this page, I’ve collected a 
number of insights into our kind, and about what it truly 
means to cooperate. When you flame someone, there’s a real 
person on the other end. It’s easy to forget that, and if you 
find that you do, you should get away from your computer 
and spend some real face-to-face time with other chosen, in 
the field. Without mutual respect and tolerance, there’s no 
way we can remain together as a group, and if we fail in that 

I’ve already said quite a lot about practical leadership 
- how t o  get other awakened t o  do what you need. That’s 
really just one aspect of working together, though. More 
often, YOU have to  treat People as equals, a t  least for 
appearance’s sake- can still get them to do what YOU 
want. It just involves knowing who’s who, and who’s 
inclined to what kind of behavior. After that, ou just ask 
people to be themselves to achieve your own Lrger goals. 
RrrNcrRs 

From forscherin263 

From sixofswords29 



From forscherin263 

Not all the Killers are quite so obsessed. Some of 
them take a more rational approach to  things, and are less 
concerned with just charging off and attacking anything 
in sight.They are often pretty reasonable about strategy, 
planning and prioritization, and tend not to  fly off the 
handle if you give a good reason for holding back on a 
Particular target. They're still Killers, though, and if YOU 
piss them off, you bring their anger down on yourself. 

Would not give UP mY Adreas for anything. The Lord has 
chosen US for such a dangerous life and he takes a little of 
that danger away. I thank Andreas for doing that. 

WeallhaveourroleinGod's task.Thoseofuswhomust 
takerisks to learn allwecan musthave someonelike Andreas 
at our side. Then we will live long enough to succeed in our 



InnocEnTs 
From forscherin263 
To believe that our adversaries are in some way inher- 

ently good, and that we just need to reach out to them, is 
very dangerous, is it not? I feel a little shameful about this. 
My Stefan talks to the monsters and learns many things 
which he tells me. This is valuable data I would not give up. 

Am I selling Stefan to the Devil by doing this? Should 
I be giving more thought to his soul than I am? If he is 
corrupted, because of his good heart, the blame will lie with 
me. I cannot decide if it is more important to gather the data 
or to keep Stefan safe from himself. 

I am a coward, for I hide from that decision. I caution 
Stefan to be careful, but I let him gather more and more 
information for me. And each night I fear he will not come 
home from his talk with the monsters. 

I 

From sixofswords29 
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From cassie247 
The Caring are good people. That’s probably a defining 

mental characteristic that comes into play when the Heralds 
select them. Sure, some of them are pretty whacked out, 
and some of them can be really bitchyfrom time to time, but 
deep down, underneath all the crap of life, they like other 
people and they like to help. Unfortunately, that seems to 
go hand in hand with foolishness for many of them. You need 
to be careful when you’re working with someone like that, 
because they won’t listen toyour warnings, and they can be 
fiercely independent a t  the dumbest damn times. 
IUDCES 

1 

From forscherin263: 
I know I sometimes get taken away with my own ideas. 

I look too much at the future and not at the present. When 
I talk on hunter-net with Doctorll9, he helps me stay 
focused and that is a good help to me always. 

, I think to have some people planning at today and other 
i people planning at tomorrow is good for all of us. 

I look for ways to make the monsters weak. If others look 
i for ways to take my drugs and use them, this is less work for me. 

Thus where we plan and think, they execute our ideas. 
From sixofswords29 
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From cassie247 
The Evaluators are often nit-pickers, pedants and 

sophists. They’ve got this thing for gathering information, 
and they’re good a t  it. They like to apply that information, 
come to informed decisions and then make sure that 
everyone else knows about it in as much detail as possible, 
even if it conflicts with what you’re trying to  accomplish. 
In fact, their efforts can sometimes screw up the little 
parts of your plans that you just take for granted. 

These people are useful to  us, though. You often 
won’t have time to waste on the minutiae of the hunt, but 
these people thrive on it. Give them a week in a place and 
they’ll be able to give you a good idea of the prima? 
targets around. One word of advice, though: Don t 
challenge their evaluations, a t  least not to  their faces. 
MRRT YRS 

From forscherin263 
I think every one of us blessed has this potential within 

them. Once the fallen ones go too far, or threaten something 
that means so much to us we would die rather than let it be 
harmed, then we become ready to die for the cause. The angels 
would not have chosen us unless we were all ready to die for 
what we believe in. I do not wish to do so, but if1 must, I will. 

From sixofswords29 
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From cassie247 
Strangely, not all the Killers seem to be skilled in 

fighting. I think there’s a mentality among some that is 
actually pretty pathetic. They seem as good to  get into 
action as the rest, but when they do, they don’t seem to 
know what they’re supposed to do. The ones I’ve worked 
with just get in the way - often at the wrong time. They 
stumble into the middle of a fight and get hurt pretty bad. 
It suggests to me that the Heralds pay more attention to  
our personal inclinations than they do to  our capabilities. 
I guess that means there’s something worthwhile about 
these would-be Killers, but I don’t know what it is. 
flEDEEMElS 

From forscherin263 
Oh, if only I could see the world like some chosen seem 

to! To believe that the fallen ones could be brought back into 
Gods grace would be so wonderful. I cannot. Iknow that some 
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From cassie247 
The biggest mistake we can make, to my mind, is 

trying to go i t  alone. Why bother? We’re supposed t o  be 
insightful and provide answers and guidance for others. It’s 
in my nature, presumably /our/ nature. There’s no way you 
can do that on your own. You need people around to  pass 
information and leadership onto. Without them, you’re lost 
before you get started. I know there are some of us who 

l lock themselves away, but that road has got to be paved 
1 to insanity. Our job is to be out there rallying the troops, 
I and, by definition, that means working with others. 

There is a halfway, I suppose. Lurking on your 
computer all day and giving advice from afar. Forgive me 
if this sounds abrupt, Witness, but don’t you think that’s 
really just a way of trying to  deny responsibility? No 
soldier, sailor or pilot was ever inspired by a commander 
who gave orders from miles awa . Your website initially 

or alone in the world, but when they come to  rips with 

online? We need to  be out there, spreading the word. 

I 
, offers hope to  people when they Y earn they’re not insane 

that, how much leadership do you really o 9 fer them 

BWRNDEKS 
From cassie247 
Some people seem to be on the very edge of awaken- 

ing. When the Heralds call for them, they have the strength 
to see the truth, but not to actually do anything about it. 
It seems like they reject the fate that the Heralds offer, and 
lapse back into their old selves - except now they’ve seen. 
They don’t even seem to have any tools with which to fight, 
or the pride of knowing they were chosen. They’re really 
sad. I’ve heard some try to deny everything and go back to 
their old lives. They’re useless to us. Others want to help, 
and they can be dedicated allies if you let them contribute. 
Just don’t take them into a fight unless you’re prepared to 
lose them just like you would your family or friends. 

From sixofswords29 
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EXTREMISTS 
From witness1 
It’s becoming obvious that some hunters are prepared to give 

up more and go further thanothers. Some of them, like Fyodor and 
Tanguera352, have extreme views and approaches to the hunt. 
Others just seem detached from reality as we know it. Orale171 
springs to mind. At this point, there is no clear consensus among 
us how to deal with these people, assuming we should at all. 

Stella142’s contribution is one approach: “I met one 
once. He was a mad Scottish bastard and he nearly killed me. 
A month later, we killed him.” 

I thii this is an issue we have to address, because it has the 
potential to break us. If some of us can go so far and become. so lost 
in the hunt, how long will it before more do - our hen& or allies, 
or evenourselves?Ifwedon’tdecidehow todealwiththesesituations 
and people now, will we even be of sound mind to do so later? 
)ROPHET.S.. . 

From forscherin263 
I do not know what to make of the ones of us whose visions 

consume them. I see Ode171 post on hunter-net and I do not 
knowwhatshetalksof.Itisasifsheseesthingsinawaywecannot. 

I read Apocrypha and I hear in the words of Fyodor the 
insights and passions of saints or prophets. Yet, in his 
actions I see a madman and a murderer. 

I hope that these special ones have moved closer to the 
Lord than the rest of us understand. He has granted them 
insight and they try to tell us what is to come. 

Iamascientist, andImustacceptthattheseonesmighthave 
knowledge or awareness I need. So, I do not think we should 
hunt them, as you say we should with Fyodor. We know he killed 
one of us, but do we know who she was and how she lived? No, 
we do not. Perhaps she was as dangerous as the rot, and Fyodor 
found a way to kill her that also gave us new information. 

I approve of the use of resources. Perhaps the prophets 
can teach us a new way of seeing that will allow us to truly 
understand our world. 
. . . OR MRDMEN’! 

From sixofswords29 
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From cassie247 
I’ve come across a couple of burnouts over the last few 

months. They’ve seen too much, done too much - lost too 
much, I guess - and they really can’t cope anymore, so they 
seem to  retreat into eccentricity and madness. One thing I 
do know is that they both had some pretty amazing abilities 
- ones that scared me, and I can do some bizarre things 
myself. It’s as if losing hold on their normal minds gave them 
access to more opportunities. Is it possible that madness is 
the key to greater power? What an ironic twist. Maybe 
greater strength not easily accessed without lettin go of 
understanding the world as we know it, or may8e the 
Messengers find us easier to  guide when we’re less stable. 
The old saying, “Those whom the Gods would destroy, they 
first make mad” is a cliche now, but perhaps it would be as 
true to say, “Those whom the Gods would choose . . . . ’ I  

From witness1 
On this page, we have concentrated on relations with 

other imbued. We speak of these things in platitudes and 
theories, but in truth, working with others who have been 
touched means becoming involved in their lives. It means 
becoming part of the way they understand the world and 
themselves. Sometimes, you have to be there for the people 
who need you most. Sixofswords29 has graciously allowed me 
to forward the following message as a caution to all of us, as a 
reminder not to deal with one another at arm’s reach alone. 
*--9 
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And thus I saw the horses in the vision, and them that sat on them, 
havingbreastplatesoffire, andofjacinth, andbnmstone: and theheads 
of the horses were as the heads of lions; and out of their mouths issued 
fire and smoke and bnmstone . 
- Revelation 9:17 

From witness 1 
On this page, I've collected a number of ideas about the 

overall purpose of our mission, and where it might take us. We 
need to achieve a kinder, safer world - to find a way to 
transcend the evil that suffocates us. It is vital, however, for us 
to remember that we can reach our goals only by going into the 
world and making changes ourselves. No one is going to do it 
for us. Although we need to know where we're going and how 
to get there, we also have to make sure that we do whatever it 
takes. I believe the answer lies within the electronic realm. 
Somehow, we can find a way to safeguard the human mind away 
from the violence and death of the outside world, and create a 
perfect reality for ourselves - an earth where we can control 
our surroundings, free from the evil that stalks us. That will 
come after, though. At the moment, we still have to go out and 
make it happen, and that means getting away from our comput- 
ers. We can resort to electronics later, when things have been 
settled in our favor. The posters collected here all have different 
views on what we should do, but we share one thing in 
common: the will to realize our dreams. 

Why did I create Unity?Two events triggered it. The first 
was my fault. My stupidity got a fellow hunter killed. The 
monsters will claim enough of us without us getting killed 
through stupidity or by spending too much time lurking and 
not enough doing. 

The second event actually scares me even more. I hope 
desperately that the circumstances described below aren't a 
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From witness 1 
Bookworm55 takes up the story. 
From bookworm55 
After Surofswords collapsed, Ed dropped the gun and ran. 

Nearly everyone was too stunned by what had happened, 
except for Stella142. He ran after Ed. I just knew what Stella 
meant to do, and couldn't let him. Another killing would only 
make things worse. I threw myself at him and managed to drag 
him to the ground. By the time we were back on our feet, Ed was 
gone. Stella glared at me and for a moment I thought he was 
going to take his anger out on me. Then he seemed to calm 
down a little, and walked over to J. and the body. 

Ed's on the run now, I guess. Stella and the others gave us 
enough time to get SoS and the burned rot's body out of there. 
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operate from. By uniting, we’ll be able to  assume com- 
mand for as long as necessary. It might even be that 
whatever keeps monsters hidden from people’s eyes now 
also disguises our gifts. Maybe without the monsters 
around, people will be able to  recognize our abilities at 
work. That advantage will make us obvious as ideal 
candidates to  take charge and reorganize society. 

Since I’ve gone this far, I might as well tell you the rest 
of what I anticipate in our future. It’s not politically correct 
to  say, but democracy is an extremely bad form of 
government. All those people have different ideas and 
agendas. They pull against each other, and issues devolve 
into petty bickering. It just doesn’t work. Democracy is also 
open to corruption - probably one of the reasons why the 
monsters devised it. Anarchy is worse. It’s the total 
absence of order, so not even corruption is possible 
because everything is essentially corrupt. 

Looking back at history, 1 believe the only truly effective 
form of government is a dictatorship. It offers several 
benefits. It’s almost immune to external corruption. If one 
person rules absolutely, how can he be tempted with more? 
He already commands everything. What do you give the 
person who has everything? Second, a dictatorship allows 
for strong, unequivocal leadership and direction. There’s no 
delay in response to  disasters or crises, because there are 
no representatives to jockey for position. Third, it allows you 
to  impose a firm structure on the population. Despite 
people’s protests to the contrary, they don’t really want 
freedom of choice. They like to  be told what the right thing 
to do is, to make their lives as easy and as comfortable as 
possible. America’s fetish with freedom is pathological - as 
mad as the Russian fascination with communal leadership. 
The benefits gained from an enlightened dictatorship far 
outweigh the loss of minor rights and privileges. The world 
will be too chaotic to permit such luxuries in the aftermath 
of the monsters’ departure, anyway. 

Choosing a dictator can’t be easy, though. It cannot, by 
definition, be done by a vote. I foresee that once a region 
is under control, its most senior awakened will quickly 
emerge. This will be the person who leads the others, who 
coordinates with /other/ regions. The overall dictator will 
come from the ranks of these district governors. I suspect 
there will be a tournament of some sort, a series of 
challenges designed to identify the one who’s most fit to  
rule. Skill at arms, speed of thought, foresight, fairness and 
technological understanding will all play a part in the 
selection process. Trials will need to  be non-fatal, as each 
region will need its leader during the rebuilding to  follow. 

One among us will shine, empowered by the Heralds 
with the strength, clarity and kindness to  rule. He or she will 
be obvious, a beacon of power to bring the world back from 
the brink. The tournament will not so much be a competi- 
tion as an identification parade. This mighty leader will 
unite the regions, the awakened and the populace a t  large, 
and will be the key to  realizing /human/ potential. 

From forscherin263 
My first step toward accomplishing anything is to make 

myself as safe as I can. I have done this with my boys as I have 
already told you. My second step is to make my research as safe 
as I can. I have also told you of this. 

I tell you now why I do this. I worry that by simply 
hunting the monsters we are doing evolution’s work for her. 
We hear on hunter-net all the time how the big, strong and 
brave hunters have killed this creature or that, and how great 
they are. This, I think, is good. It keeps the people safe from 
the evil that walks, and this is a good thought. 

Then, I look at the “Most Wanted list you keep, 
Witnessl. And I ask myself questions. I do not like the 
answers that may be true. Are the monsters we kill just the 
weak ones! Are they the slow or the stupid? The monsters 
that have eluded us certainly seem more powerful than 
those we destroy. Maybe at the moment we only make the 
monsters stronger by eliminating the weak ones. We could 
force survival of the fittest onto them and soon all that might 
be left to fight are the powerful ones. 

This cannot be allowed to happen. This is why Iresearch the 
weakmonsters, so I can understand them all. I must understand 
them as science allows and use the gifts the angels have dven me 
to understand the spiritual nature of the monsters. I need to 
understand both to understand how the monsters exist. 

Once I have the understanding, and I hope there will be 
others out there who will read this and want to help, for that 
would make it much quicker, if not any easier. Then I will 
design the v i r u s  or other remedy that will make the monsters 
weak. This will take time to make and to work. Even then I do 
not think I can destroy the creatures of the Devil with such 
tools. I will onlymake them weak so others can deal with them. 

This is because, as I say and will say again until more 
people start to hear, all our ideas are needed to as you say, 
Witnessl, Inherit the Earth. The angels chose us all for a 
purpose and to think that my own purpose is more impor- 
tant than any other is blind. When all the purposes work 
together, then we will find a solution. I seek to make all 
monsters sick and weak. Perhaps then, others’ plans for the 
future and the monsters will work better, because we all 
worked together. All with a little piece of the puzzle. 

When we allow our purposes to clash, and I talk to you 
now Tanguera352, we lose part of that big picture. Once it 
is lost it will be verydifficult to get it back again. The fighting 
of hunter with hunter that happened in London and in New 
York is a terrible thing. It shows that the evil can get inside 
all of us, if we are not very careful. 

T h i s  is all a matter of the sin called pride. I am not proud. 
I think my plan is a good one but I am not proud so I think it 
is only part of a bigger plan. Tanguera352 is proud and she sees 
her plan as the only plan. It is only her pride that is the problem. 
Her plan is a good one, but it is only part of another. 

When we make her see that she will look at her plan and 
look atothers‘ plans and see how they could tit togetherwith 
small changes. 
T’IE ENEMY WITHIN 

To get to my next step is more difficult to explain. First 
you must accept that the reason we are facing the monsters 
is that too many of us have fallen from the path. By giving 
in to evil, or not accepting the good that is God into our 
hearts, we have given the monsters room to grow. 

We cannot defeat the monsters by fighting them. We can 
weaken them, for fighting represents fighting the evil within 
ourselves. This is the first of the things we learn. Then we talk 
to and understand the monsters, so we can understand the evil 
within ourselves. This is the second of the things we learn. 

Last, we must stop fighting the monsters and start 
fighting the evil within ourselves. Now people will say “she 
is preaching” and “sheis trying to make us all convert.“ Trust 
when I say I am not. 

I know a little about the faith of the Muslims, and they say 
that Christians and Muslims and Jews are all “of the book,” and 
that we worship the same God. This is an important idea. You 
see, Wimessl, I believe the monsters are us. They are our own 
evil and corruption made manifest and it is only by overcoming 
the evil within us that we will defeat them. 
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That rat in my lab was not a rat that changed into a 
man-beast. I can find no evidence of that. No, the shape I 
saw was a warning that a man in my lab was doing 

f experiments he should not have and had given the rat a bad 
illness that could hurt others. 

Through history, it is our own evil and stupidity that has 
birthed these monsters, just like the stupid doctor in my lab. 
We must fight the evil within ourselves, so we do not feed 
them or create any more like them. 

Once the monsters have been weakened in the world, 
we will take the battle within us and fight it in our spirits. 
Just as we see division drive apart hunters who should stand 
alongside each other, we see divisions drive apart religions 
that should stand alongside each other. 

Hunters and religions spend too much of their time 
looking at what makes them different from each other and 
not enough time looking at what is the same about each 
other. We hunters will have to overcome these differences 
among ourselves to meet the first part of the plan. 

I am sorry, Wimessl, but while I love your on-line meeting 
place, I think you have made a mistake for our future here. i When you allowed Firelight and Vitalis and Vigil and the rest, 
you allowed us to not be one group any more, but lots of little 

, groups who fight amongst ourselves and with each other. 
This is bad. I know you thought you might shut down 

Hunter-net for a while after your friend died, and I am glad 
that you did not. I make a new suggestion instead. You close 
down all the other lists and make only two: today.list and 

tomorrow.list. The today list is how we fight the monsters 
today. Matze will love this list and perhaps Stefan will too. 
If they share the same list eventually they will have to share 
their views. Then those of us who think to the longest will 
share our plans on the tomorrow list. Soon we will start to 
see how all our plans work together. 

The same will happen with the religions of the world. The 
angels will have chosen people to be blessed from all of these. 
Each of them will bring to us a different understanding of the 
good that is God and the evil that is the Devil. Each will learn 
a different way to help the good grow and the evil wither. 

We will bring all these ideas together and we chosen will 
then hunt the evil in us and truly come into Gods grace. 
Then we shall go to those hunters who have not had faith. 
They will be brave and true for they have had to fight the war 
without the knowledge and weapons faith provides. We will 
show them the way to take their fight inside and they too will 
slay their evil and become one with God. 

Then we shall take our faith to all people, who will 
accept it to their hearts or perish like the monsters. The 
monsters who trulyrepent and take our faith to their hearts 
will not be monsters anymore. Gods grace will fall on them 
and they will be restored. The monsters who do not repent 
will be driven back by the light of our faith and will hide in 
the shadows. As more and more people take the faith to 
their heart, we will banish the darkness within and turn this 
into a world of light where the monsters cannot hide. Then 
they will shrivel and die as the last evil dies in us. 
Im AND  FEE^ 

And then, you say, we will have a world without mon- 
sters. No, I say, we will not. For I know from the Bible what 
will happen then. The Bible uses pictures and stories to tell 
how the world will end. I do not believe that there will come 
a woman and a dragon as chapter 12 of Revelation tells us. I 
do not believe that she will give birth to a child who will rule 
us all. I think that this is a story that hints at a greater truth 
than we could understand when God gave us that insight. 

Some event will happen, I believe, and from it will rise a 
leader. Perhaps that event has happened and we are it, and one 
of us will one day step forward and be our leader. This may be 
true, for the same chapter speaks of the Devil and how he “has 
gone down to you,” the people who live on the earth. We know 
that the Devil is here, for we fight his servants. Chapter 11 of 
Revelation has already told that the “time has come for judging 
the dead.“ We do this with great frequency, yes? 

So, we can see that our future is already shown in the 
Bible if we can understand it. Now let us read on. There is 
much talk of battles and of beasts and of men who take upon 
themselves the mark of the beast. I do not know what they 
are, but I think those times are upon me. I shall take 
Revelation and make it my guide. As each passage becomes 
clear, then I shall know we are nearer the end. For now we 
are in the passages that talk of battle, but the book helps my 
faith that these times will one day pass. 

I will talk to those who have faith from other religions 
and I will learn what they have been told. Like we all have 
small pieces of hunters’ dream, they all have small pieces of 
faith for all people. Their holy books will also be guides. 
When all the books are brought together, then the path will 
be clear and we will know where to walk. 

When we have found where we are the same and how 
these faiths all work together, we will tell the world and each 
person will understand how God is within him. There will be 
no need for religion, for there will be faith in everyone and 
they will know God and know themselves. 



Once this is the case, there will not be monsters and 
there will not be hunters. There will just be people who know 
God. It is difficult to imagine how this world will be, but it 
will be wonderful. 

While theyareonlypartof thepicture, Ileaveyouwith the 
words of the Bible again: “No longer will there be any curse, the 
throne of God and of the Lamb will be in the city, and his 
servant will serve him. They will see his face and his name will 
be on their foreheads. There will be no more night. They will 
not need the light of a lamp or the light of the sun, for the Lord 
God will give them light. And they wil l  reign for ever and ever.” 

P~RerleRr Srxrs 
From cassie247 
I said earlier that we have to  kick the monsters out by 

making the world too costly for them. That’s the way 
guerrillas and terrorists fi ht, and that’s what we have t o  
become. The difference % etween guerrilla and terrorist 
groups is usually one of perspective. If you support their 
cause, they’re freedom fighters. If you oppose it, they’re 
terrorists. There is also a second class of terrorist that 
tries to make political statements using violence - the 
Unabomber, for example - but that isn’t fighting a war 
and that’s not really important for our purposes. 

There’s a lot we can learn from the history of 
resistance. The most important is that effective groups 
are organized in a cell structure. From the French Resis- 
tance during WW II to  Vietnam to  modern gangs and the 
IRA, the most effective way of organizing is to split into 
many small groups that operate on an autonomous or 
semi-autonomous basis. 

Security is the main advantage. If one of the roups 
is compromised, it’s verydifficult t o  trace back to  t E e rest 
of the force, because no one knows each other. Flexibility 
is another benefit. If your group is largely independent, 

you don’t need to  wait for orders from higher up to react 
to  a situation. Unpredictability is a major advantage, 
because various groups have different tar ets and strat- 

coherence in overall goal to  make the collective campaign 
effective. Each group also remains small enough to  be 
able t o  hide easily within society. The result is a whole 
that’s greater than the individuals within. 

At  the same time, the backbone of the resistance is 
solid enough for truly important directives to  be passed 
around. Ideally, overall loose control rests with a central 
council that makes broad decisions, sets priorities and 
provides ground rules that must be abided. Each of the 
members of the council is located in a different area and 
is responsible for setting up five or six cells. The council 
member chooses a leader for each. Cell leaders then do 
the same, recruiting and forming a similar number of cells 
and choosing a leader for each. The process continues 
until a third or fourth generation, depending on the size 
of the territory and the number of available agents. 

Typically, a cell’s leader has no contact information 
for the person who recruited him or her. The sponsor 
checks in by phone every so often to  see if there are any 
problems, and to  pass on directives. Details of cells 
recruited aren’t passed back up the line, either; just rough 
numbers. That way each part of the structure is as safe 
as possible. To help protect any part from being severed, 
a central control number can be established where 
messages can be left if a sponsor or contact disappears. 
Leaving contact details there allows a group to  be hooked 
up into some other chain. 

The bare bones of a structure like this are actually 
already in place among us. Many of us seem t o  work in 
small groups - or claim to, anyway. What’s lacking is a 
central strate ic council and a chain of command down t o  

egies, so patterns don’t emerge. Yet t gh ere’s enough 

the various ce 7 Is. In addition, a lot of people seem to  work 



New information, ratherthan bedistributed by hunter- 
net, would have to  be passed on as special informational 
bulletins. I can’t stress enough how important it would be 
to keep the awakened relatively separate from each 
other. Our contact is currently our biggest weakness. 
We’ve become a committee surrounded by lone wolves, 
and it just isn’t working. We move too slowly, we’re too 
suspicious of each other, and we’re too hostile and self- 
concerned. We have to  stop talking SO much, because it 
just reveals our weakness and differences. 

is 
critical, but we’re in a difficult situation because we can’t 
explain the truth to people. Instead, we need t o  form 

support. Each group will need to  devise a cover story that’s 
appropriate to  its location, and try to  recruit the help of 
locals through that. Down South, for example, groups 
could masquerade as Christian anti-drug activists, racist 
hate groups, survivalist organizations - whatever /works/ 
. I know that sounds manipulative, and it is, but we have no 
choice. We’re fighting for the world, not for profit or ideals. 

A strong support base in the local community can 
mean the difference between life and death. You can’t 

ing the initial Contact base our resistance will need. 
From witness1 
As an addendum to Cassie’s comments, I feel it is impor- 

tant to quote the following excerpt from ane-mail sent by one 
of her seeming colleagues: 
>Witness, I understand that Cassie247’s been bragging to you 
about some grand 
>plan she’s put together against the monsters. Don’t believe 
it. She doesn’t know 
>anyone beyond the handful of people that I do, and the only As with any resistance public 

she knows any of us 
organizations that don’t actually know what it is they >is because I met and introduced her. Don’t be fooled by 

Cassie’s 
>bravado. I don’t even take her on the hunt. Everything she 
blathers about 
>seems to be taken from books and ideas borrowed from 
others. 
>I lust wanted You to know, before anyone Puts faith in ~ ~ h a t  
she has to say and gets 
>killed. I intend to straighten her out myself. 







answers to monsters’ existence might ask allies to capture a 
creature for study. She might not offer detailed advice on how 
to do so, though. Such technical concerns are often left to other 
people who are assumed to have the skills necessary for success. 

The p t  is only relevant for the insights it offem on &e 
future.Therearefewhunterswhoaren’tdesperatetoknowexactly 
who or what, if anything, has changed them. The Messengers’true 
nature and intent are a mystery to all imbued. Visionaries are 
perhaps most prone to theorizing abut  their origins, but typically 
they do not pursue such understanding for its own sake. Instead, 
they tend to seek clues to the Heralds’ nature in an effort to arrive 
at better and more useful theories on what to do to change the 
world. The same applies to their attitudes on understanding 
monsters. Visionaries don’t usually want to know where creatures 
come from inorder todeal with one, or evenaspecificmceof them. 
Visionaries look for clues to how monsters fit into the big picture 
and how that dormation can be used to change the picture itself. 

Simple is not always best. Visionaries are often the 
living denial of Occam’s Razor - that the simplest solution is 
the likely to be right. No Visionary can say with utter 
certainty that she knows what monsters are, why hunters are 
created, and what the imbued are meant to do. visionaries all 
have theories, though, and they often test, throw out and 
experiment with new ones. Thus, while Occam’s Razor may 
suggest that, say, monsters have alwaysexisted and have evolved 
alongside humanity, no theorist can accept that as the 

any possible answers are welcome. By virtue of taking the long 
view on the hunt and world, Visionaries can attract followers, 
whether they want to be leaders or not. For some theorists, 
adherents or simply other inquisitive imbued prove a tremendous 
help inmaking inroads toaperceivedgoal. But,ofcourse, hunters 
seeking guidance can develop their own ideas of what’s right for 
the hunt, which may conflict with what a Visionary himself 
seeks. Whether a pathfinder can achieve her own goals and help 
other hunters meet theirs depends on her ability to work with 
other imbued or to simply demand obedience from them. 

61 
DEVflOPMEHT’ 

Visionaries are something of a departure from other creed 
members when it comes to character creation. A Defender 
typically becomes such because her first response is to protect 
someone or something in the face of monstrosity. A Redeemer 
seeks to aid someone or make a creature reconsider the error of 
its way. These are attitudes about and reactions to events at the 
imbuing that help determine creed. Visionaries’ response to 
monsters is a little different because it’s not so much an attitude 
or an emotion as it is a thought process. When a potential 
theorist looks at a vampire, he doesn’t necessarily see a being 

ing a small part of a large problem that affects all of humanity. 
Would-be Visionaries therefore have a common tendency to 

there are Traits that can represent their state of mind. 

, 
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correct answer because it Seems simple. After all, what C0nc-u- 
sive proof is there that monsters are even an old phenomenon? 

simplicityor comP1exityreallY hasnohgon what’spossible to 

that can harm the people in 
to be deswoYedj he 

Or a thing that needs 
thinks bigger, potentially perceiv- 

whileVisionariescan have pet *eoria about the truth’ 

their minds. In fact, it’s entirely possible that Occam’s Razor was 
conjured up by monsters as a distraction from their true origins. 

Every encounter with monsters is a chance to learn. A 

b see the whole rather than be absorbed with the details. As such, I .- 
The following Traits can be added to your game as theory isn’t much use unless it can be tested. Visionaries are often 

keen to get “into the field” to put their theories into practice and 
thereby develop or discard aspects of them. 

An outlook, plan or theory usually needs some foundation 
or inspiration in evidence, an experience or an encounter-no 
matter how thin that foundation is. Visionaries who devise 
concepts completely from thin air are either deluded or pain- 
fully aware of their concepts’ fallibility. 

Unlike, say, Judges who tend togather intelligenceforshort- 
decisions, visionaries use information to help refine their 

hopes for the world or to find ways to brhg their dreams to pass. 
Only theorists who fear making errors, being proven wrong 

or getting killed avoid going into the field. Because Visionaries 
are still human, it comes as no surprise that many theorize in 
private, lurk online or only discuss their ideas, thus avoidingreal- 
world confrontation and practical exploration. Of course, such 
insulation brings its own dangers. 

A vision can always be refined. Circumstances can force 
eventhemostrespectedVisionaries tochange their attitudesand 
aspirations for the world, as has occurred with Witness1 and 
Sixofswords29. The hunt is a constant process of information 
gathering, experimenting, theorizing and refining ideas. Vision- 
aries’ attitudes develop and grow as a result of their experiences. 
Their big ideas are not cast in stone at the moment of the 
imbuing; they are living things, developing as their creators do. 

With vision comes leadership. Prophets who analyze a 
mysterious new world, seek answers to its puzzles, and express 
possible answers can be inspirational to those around them. 
When no hunter understands what’s become of him or his life, 

N~~~~~ and D ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  
!D!ISOR 

An Advisor knows deep down that her sense of the way to 
do things is correct and most people will understand it to be so, 
given time and the right guidance. She can’t force them into 
seeing her way, however. Others have to seek it out for 
themselves when they’re ready. When people become aware of 
the nightmares that lurk in the world and realize that their lives 
have been lies, it’s only a matter of time before they seek 
direction. Once they ask, the Advisor is more than happy to 
guide them along the true 

-Regain Willpower whenever someone seeks out and then 
follows your advice in that Your dream Of the future. 
!RRLYST 

It doesn’t matter how bizarre, horrifying or alien some- 
thing is, the Analyst knows that it can be understood if the right 
information is collected and studied. To him, everything is data 
to be sorted, examined and used to understand what’s really 
going on. Everything a rot does has some possible significance 
and thus must be catalogued and considered. Once enough data 
is collected, everything will become clear. The Analyst con- 
stantly runs the risk of looking for information when there is 
none, however, or of spending so much time analyzing that he 
never comes to any conclusions. 

-Regain Willpower whenever careful study of a subject 
results in valuable new insights that reinforce or develop your 
hopes for the future. 

I 

I 
I 



It’s possible for virtually any person, barring perhaps the 
most closed-minded or short-sighted, to become a Visionary. 
The trauma of the imbuing and the revelation of a hidden world 
can be enough to shock the most stodgy and conservative of 
people to try to understand what has happened, and to strive for 
a better future. And yet, many people who devote themselves to 
understanding the nature ofmonsters, the Messengers and fate in 
general tend to have been contemplative in their previous lives. 
The meaning of life may have been fascinating and elusive to a 
person before, but now so can the meaning of unlife. 

The following states of mind are fertile breeding ground 
for Visionaries. Consider these as you create your character 
and seek to understand who she was in her normal existence 
and who she could become now that everything has changed. 

Disillusionment Sometimes, the most dnven padhders are 
individuals who had previously lost all hope for the future. Any 
numberoffactorscouldhavecausedyourcharacter’sdisillusionment 
with life: the end of a relationship, losing a job, injury, boredom or 
a sense of personal failure. Many people fmd that the w o r k  world 
is not what they expected in their youth. The grind of nine-to-five 
routine can gradually impose compromises on a worker, stifling 
idealism and enthusiasm. With no particular vitality, these people 
canbeveritablecleanslatesfor the imbuing, whenthesourceoftheir 
nihilism is given shape as creatures, and a true calling is heard. 

Dreams: The harsh realities of the World of Darkness 
leave many people downtrodden. Oppression, poverty and 
denied opportunities can all keep a person down, forcing him 
to survive from day to day. People living under such conditions 

can only hope for a better future, a better world. When the 
causes of such abuse appear incarnate, the chance for a better 
life becomes just as real. Suddenly, a better world appears to be 
within reach ofwhoever canmake it, and that chance lies in the 
hearts and mindsof people with adream and the will to succeed. 

Inquisitiveness: People who have always been interested in 
learning, exploring or experimenting can be drawn to the 
Visionary path. Their curiosity, determination to unveil the 
unknown or to simply learn is quickly applied to the hunt. After 
all, what could be more important than understanding this new, 
secret world? It’s only a short leap for a research scientist to move 
from studying the natural to seeking to understand the unnatural. 
A journalist whose career has been devoted to investigating the 
truth and exposing it may treat the hidden world the same way. 

Passion: People who are motivated or invigorated by a cause 
can sometimes transfer that passion to a new focus. They have the 
drive and initiative to pursue one agenda or dream, and when that 
proves false, hollow or mistaken, the same energy can be devoted 
to something more important or rewarding. A lowly but commit- 
ted worker in a political party’s election machine might redirect 
her commitment to saving humanity from supernatural predators. 
After all, party goals are meaningless when monsters pull the 
strings. Realizing that, she feels ready to do some real good. 
EYES OrEnED - THE h6UlHC 

The moment when the Heralds open your character’s eyes 
is the defining experience ofhis life. The seeds ofyour Visionary’s 
big idea are often planted in that first encounter. A student who 
discovers that a college administrator is corrupt might thereaf- 
ter associate authority with corruption, and start formulating 
ideas to break monsters’ control. A dedicatedly religious person 
might witness the walking dead and decide that organized 



revolutionary philosophical response is likely to seem false or intentions in the situation. It’s quite possible for these people to 
forced. After all, why does breaking monsters’ iron grip on cross purposes or even clash in that moment of revelation, con- 
authority worldwide seem more important than simply bashing founding rather than helping each other. With a mind for the big 
the thing standing before your character? picture, Visionaries can immediately recognize the dangers of this 

To simulate a Visionary’s train of thought at the imbuing, focus chaos and thus seek to coordinate other new hunters instinctively, 
on your hunter’s reactions to information abut  the supernatural, no even though they understand no more of what’s happening than 
matter how trivial such revelations might seem. If your character the people they would organize. It’s as if these thinkers’ role is to 
discovers that a person can suddenly become an animal, what does guide the others and bring order from the conhion. 
that possibility mean to him, beyond the horror of the event itself! Then again, would-be pathfinders may be just more partici- 
Tohismind,whataretheconsequencesofmanandbeastbeingone? pants in the imbuingscene, and they might not come fully into their 
what do such seeming truths mean to life as he’s known it, as all own until afterward. In the days and nights that follow, when the 
peopleknowit?Stepbackalittlefromwhatyourcharacterisexposed realization ofwhat seen and done s& in, it an inspired 
to and thmk about the co~lsequences of such a d ~ o v e ~ .  That is, leader to rise, put fear aside and try to come to t e r n  with this new 
after all, what a would-be Visionary does in his mind. existence - and to help others do the same, for the good of all. 

By working with your Storyteller, you can direct the imbuing In either case, your character’s leadership does not focus on 
to facilitate - Or demand - Creation of a Visionary bY inCOrP0- immediate issues for long, or at all. She might start making long- 
rating one of the following concepts into your character’s prelude. term plans to learn whether others have been changed, too, and 

Complex problems and novel solutions. A Visionary’s to organize them. She might propose exploring the depths and 
imbuing rarely allows for a simple solution to a situation. Simply heights to whichmonsters lurk, to findout how far their influence 
stopping a monster by killing it or talking to it isn’t really the reaches. Ultimately, your character might realize that any threat 

because these reactions basically that is as insidious and pervasive as monsters must be dealt with 
address the problem at hand, not any larger one that’ s suggested on a large scale, and she might hope to show the way. 
(unless, of course, you rationalize killing or talking as a step 
toward a bigger response). Visionaries often think creatively to 
avert disaster altogether, or recognize a greater threat behind one 
that seems minor. The best way to cool off a situation in which 
a raving beast threatens to slaughter defenseless people might be 
to activate the building’s sprinkler system. Confrontation with a 
gang of shambling zombies might be terrifying, but it’s all the 
more SO if the scene conjures up fears that Heaven or Hell might 
be full. In either case, a larger problem than what your character 
sees is apparent, and it’s for him to find the solution.. . somehow. 

Hints of a bigger picture. Visionaries are often given a 
glimpse of a bigger picture in the course of their imbuing. The 
normal elements are there: a monster and a situation to resolve 
in some way. There is also some evidence to inspire your 
character to theories about how the situation is possible, 
however, and how it may have come to pass. If a character is 
drinking at a bar when a rot charges in, makes a beeline for a 
woman and her boyfriend, and roars something to the man 

CRMFS R#D COURSES 
Visionaries’ hopesfor what they want the world to become are 

as varied and nrnerous 
o u t l ~ k s  are at odds that these people can strugle to perceive 
whatothers’dreams-orevenmembersofthe creed itself-have 
in common. &e Visionary’s aspiration to instigate all-out war 
with the s u p e m a ~ l  can seem antithetical to a contemplatorwho 
seeks to reverse whatever change might have created monsters. 

Even though very few recognize it, most Visionaries fall 
into one of three broad groups within the creed, based on their 
evolving philosophies about the future. 
Sacrr-maDrD 

The most determined of Visionaries, the single-minded be- 
lieve they have a definite plan for the future, and a clear way of 
bringing it about. They have a tendency toward idealism rather 
than PrafPatism, every Obstacle can be 

themlva .  Sometimes, 

about “stealing my fianc&,” speculation about all these events 
could mean the creation of a Visionary. Sure, “How can the 
dead walk?” your character might wonder. But on a deeper 
level, “IS it possible for passions to transcend even death?’ ‘(1s it 
right to insist that the living remain beholden to the dead?” Or 
even, “HOW difficult is it to exhume yourself from the grave?’ 
Rather than take events at face value and simply react, Vision- 

inquiries, and such trains of thought guide their lives thereafter. &ese Often convince who 
Making a difference. Perhaps one of the most compel- 

ling reasons to look to the big picture and become a Visionary 
is a sense that one person actually can change the world. If a 
potential philosopher becomes aware of a danger or problem 
before the imbuing - say, a doctor discovers a bizarre blood- 
borne virus affecting an inner city neighborhood - and then 
discovers the supernatural cause behind it and solves the 
problem, he has genuine evidence that it’s possible to change 

Overcome eVenmllY* Their big ideas usmllY involve a Profound 
change in society, ora Plan that involves eVerY”’Onster0rhUnter 
On the face Ofthe MaYb they want to completely redirect 
organizedreligion, withhmtersleadingthe way. Perhapsthey seek 
toestablish permanent forcesofmonster-hunters ineachcity, with 
sympathizers in the government and police to protect the imbued 
from the Of such action* The single-minded *I& 

aries tend to make these kinds of larger or more esoteric big and believe that they can achieve big. It’s the mYSaYers and 

them the chance to make their ideals into realities. 
b e w s  on the Calling: For a single-minded Visionary, 

the l + h  is about imposing her vision on the world, and she 
tends to pursue that ideal with absolute dedication. She 
belueves in her plan thoroughly and is willing to devote 
everything to achieving it. She is right, dammit, and every- 
body else had better follow her or face the consequences- 
Other hunters are there to be used as tools in building that 



a 
tion and closure where otrier calllngs rail 

C 

Common Traits: Single-minded Visionaries often have 
high Social Traits, particularly Charisma and Manipulation. 
Most develop Expression, Intimidation and Leadership as 
useful means of rallying people around them or obtaining aid. 
Politics and Bureaucracy are useful for manipulating the blind 
populace into serving their causes. Common Backgrounds 
include Influence, Destiny and Allies. Vision is focused on over 
other Virtues, although Zeal is useful for its access to edges such 
as Cleave that help these hunters drive home their point. 
PRACMRT’IC 

Although these Visionaries perceive worlds that they 
would like to fulfill, they understand that chasing dreams takes 
time and that certain jobs need to be done immediately. While 
many of these hunters have passion for their personal causes, 
they’re not blinded by it. They also realize that the future is 
unpredictable and that they need to be flexible enough to deal 
with the unexpected. They still hope that their ideals will win 
out in the end, though, and are sure that if enough people rally 
to them, they can all make something better of the world. 

Views on the Calling: The hunt is a constant struggle to 
make adream a reality. Every encounter with the supernatural 
is an opportunity to take another small step toward utopia. 
Sure, compromises have to be made, but if passion and 
commitment are upheld, they can win in the end. These 
Visionaries are the most likely to lead groups of other hunters, 
because goals are best accomplished through cooperation, 
and not all imbued seem to understand that cooperation is 
more important than killing or forgiving. Many pragmatic 
Visionaries eniov testing the validity of their dreams on other _ _  
hunters. Doing so gives ;hem confidence, as the flaws of their 

better world. All who oppose the single-minded Visionary are 
likely to be viewed as just more nails to be hammered down. 

Of course, it’s usually most effective to be covert rather 
than overt about sweeping or revolutionary theories. Calling I for the overthrow of the business world tends to drive poten- 
tial supporters away rather than attract them, and might even 
draw the attention of the very monsters a focused Visionary 
hopes to subvert. Just standing up and shouting that all 
hunters should follow rarely works, either. Persuading others 
through words and deeds is far more compelling, and doing so 
allows a prophet to prove the value of her ideals. 

Views on the Adversaries: The suprnatural is regarded as a 
problem to be resolved, a threat to be eliminated. At least, that’s the 
common focus of many single-minded plans. Individual monsters 
aresubjecttothesameattitudeiasareotherhunters:Fitinorgetout 
Ofcourse,evenmmtersthatshowno inclinationtosupportordefy 
a dreamer’s plan are still valid targets for destruction. 

Possible Future: If the single-minded are successful in the 
process of imposing their vision on the world, they tend to grow 
increasingly focused. Because of this, they are the camp most 
likely to suffer the insanity that comes with high Virtue. If their 
plans falter, however, they may suffer a complete breakdown, 
perhaps considering other views, falling out of the hunt, killing 
themselves or even turning themselves over to the authorities 
or the other side for failing themselves and their cause. The 
single-minded are creatures of extremes. They are unlikely to 
make the compromises that mark the pragmatic. 

Appropriate Archetypes: The single-minded tend to ‘ 
have similar Natures and Demeanors. They are often too 1 focused on their plans and goals to pretend to be anything 
else. Common Archetypes include Architect, Autocrat, Cel- 
ebrant, Fanatic and Perfectionist. 

aspirations arerevealed, and strength, as allies come together 
to strive for meaning in a world otherwise stripped of it. 

Views on the Adversaries: It’s very difficult to make a 
sweeping statement about pragmatic Visionaries’ concepts of 
the enemy. They tend to vary wildly, depending on each 
thinker’s origins, beliefs and experiences. Some envision a 
future without any monsters at all. Others, a world where 
creatures are containedor imprisoned. And some even hope for 
integration of monsters into human society. Pragmatists rarely 
confront monsters that they’re not certain they can defeat, 
coerce or manipulate, however. If they did, how would their 
dreams come true in their absence? Pragmatists prefer to watch, 
wait and learn first. Insome cases, they settle for minimizing the 
damage a creature causes, rather than eliminating the problem 
entirely, in hopes of the best results in the long term. 

Some of these moderate Visionaries avoid monsters for less 
justifiable reasons, though. Testing theories on their very subjects 
might challenge thinkers’ ideas too severely. What would they do 
ifproved wrong?The alternative of arguing aspirations with other 
hunters doesn’t endanger personal beliefs quite as much, because 
hunters can’t prove anything definitive about the supernatural. 
But of course, such sheltered intellectualism can make these 
philosophers ineffectual and perhaps as much a danger to them- 
selves as others as they share untested ideas with fellow imbued. 

Possible Future: The pragmatic often remain so through- 
out their “careers,” unless some event or development forces 
them to reconsider their assumptions. A run of spectacular 
successes on a personal quest can make them single-minded. 
Too many compromises of their ideals can lead them to doubt 
the value of those hopes and of their own self-worth. From 
there, it’sashortstep to the open-mindedcamp. Ifapragmatist’s 
plan fails utterly, she may suffer a crisis of confidence, scram- 



bling for any alternative that offers some kind identity and 
personal meaning, whether worthwhile or not. 

Appropriate Archetypes: Pragmatists tend to be organiz- 
ers and leaders, so they oftenhave Demeanorssuchas Architect, 
Caregiver, Pedagogue or Advisor (see p. 70). Some have 
identical Natures, although many find that they have to be 
much more cunning to deal with disparate hunters, and thus 
have Natures such as Conniver, Director or Survivor. 

Common Traits: As with the single-minded, Social 
Attributes tend to dominate, although it’s a tossup whether 
Physical or Mental ones come in second. Most pragmatists 
develop skills associated with taking charge and directing 
others: Empathy, Leadership and Streetwise. Many take time 
to learn the basics of dealing with aggressive monsters, too: 
Dodge, Firearms and Stealth. Common Backgrounds include 
Allies, Arsenal, Contacts and Resources. Most acquire a few 
dots in both Mercy and Zeal, just so they keep a handle on the 
broad picture and better understand other hunters. 
QEN-MYDED 

Some Visionaries have yet to really settle on a single big 
idea. They understand the importance of guiding the collec- 
tive hunt to a destination, but they concentrate on gathering 
information, analyzing and coming up with possible theories 
before settling on a plan. They’re the most willing to listen to 
what other Visionaries and hunters in general have to say. 
Some of these theorists believe that there’s one true big 
picture and that all Visionaries’ pursuits are just elements of 
that overriding, unnamable concept. Others think that it’s 
just too soon in existence of the imbued to tell, and anyone 
who claims to have the answers is fooling himself - unfortu- 
nately, at the expense of anyone who would follow him. 

Views on the Calling: The open-minded make good “home- 
base” or “fallback” members of a hunter group: doing research, 
analyzing data, planning strategies and suggesting approaches for 
dealing with the enemy. Their efforts help make other hunters 
more effective, and these thinkers are allowed to test their nascent 
theories through the activities of others. A few open-minded work 
essentially on their own, pursuing their studies of the supernatural 
and having only occasional contact with other hunters to get their 
findings “out there” for broader consideration. 

Views on the Adversaries: The supernatural is largely 
considered an object for study and analysis. Some creatures are 
dangerous and some are not, but all are useful sources of 
information toward an understanding of the truth, as long as 
they are dealt withsensibly. The open-mindedoftenoppose the 
outright destruction of monsters, unless the process of elimina- 
tion provides more data or subjects for scrutiny. And yet, these 
thinkers often cooperate with creatures only so long as insights 
can be gained. After that, such beings could be expendable. 

Possible Future: Once they arrive at determined ideas about 
thenature ofthe imbuing andthedestiny ofthechasen, many among 
the open-minded put their ideals into effect, gradually becoming 
pragmatists. A few get sudden inspiration and become utterly 
committed to their views, becoming single-minded. If and when 
notions or dreams fail to pan out, it’s back to the drawing turard. 

Appropriate Archetypes: The open-minded can develop 
virtually any Demeanor. It’s their Nature that really matters. Most 
are Dreamers, Perfectionists or Analysts (see p. 70). 

Common Traits: Mental Attributes are almost alwaysdomi- 
nant among open-minded Visionaries. They tend to develop 
Abilities that suit gathering and study: Academics, Alertness, 
Awareness, Computer, Investigation, Research and Subterfuge. 

N 

Common Backgrounds include Exposure and Mentor. Many 
open-minded Visionaries acquire some dots in Mercy and edges 
from the Merciful paths because these abilities facilitate observa- 
tion of the enemy in its habitat. Fighting, capturing and killing 
monsters can provide subjects for study, but the open-minded tend 
to leave the actual u q u ~ t i o n  to those more suited to it. 

To develop the most realistic and plausible theories for the 
future, Visionaries have to go into the field and face the world’s 
waking nightmares. Sometimes, ideals are proved solid and 
effective, and sometimes they fail utterly and must be reconsid- 
ered or discarded altogether. Such trial, error and success can 
lead to various Visionary outlooks on the hunt. The challenge 
of devising a plan to save the world can inspire a pathfinder to 
an unwavering philosophical quest (he focuses on the Vision 
Virtue). Repeated defeats, failures and blunders can frustrate a 
theorist’s search for the truth and a plan, making him lash out 
in anger (he dabbles in Zeal). Or, insights into monsters can 
make a Visionary better understand creatures and even empa- 
thize with them (he is no stranger to Mercy). Not all plans for 
the future are based on intellectual pursuits alone - some- 
times, passions such as anger or sympathy offer insights, too. 

There is no hard-and-fast rule or obvious path to Visionary 
enlightenment. Eachtheorist’squest isaproductofhis identity and 
values, as reflected in his increasing Virtue scores, but also as 
reflected in his changing Conviction score. Successes in his efforts 
and aspirations motivate him to try even harder to understand the 
world, whereas failures break his spirit and make him question his 
direction. Rising and falling Conviction measures the waxing and 
waning of the Visionary spirit for the mission. 

R E G ~ I M ~ G  Co~lcrcrron 
As withany Huntercharacter, yougainthemajorityofyour 

Conviction by risking it on edge-related rolls. The Storyteller 



your character’s confidence in his dreams. 
Gain a point of Conviction if your Visionary persuades 

another hunter to act in a way that significantly furthers your 
character’s big idea. 

0 Gain a point of Conviction if an encounter with a 
monster leads to revelatory information about the adversaries 
and your character’s understanding of them, according to his 
vision for the world and the future. 

0 Gain a point of Conviction if your character comes up 
with an innovativeand unusual solution to an encounter with 
a monster that reinforces his overall plan. . ~~i~ a point of conviction if your character success- 
fully directs a team of hunters against the opposition in a 
manner that supports his overriding goal on the hunt. 

primary plan for the hunt is proved erroneous or otherwise falters. 
(Optional) Lose apoint ofConviction if your character 

fails to takeacrucialstep towardrealizinghisdreamforreality. 

Decisions, decisions. When your Visionary character 

Has your character’s attitude toward monsters changed 
inkeepingwithagoal? Has yourcharacterdecidedthatwipingout 
every walker (or makingpeace with them) one byoneisn’ttheway 
to end the war against the supernatural? If monsters become less 
importantindividuallyandmoreimportantasaforceofsupemature, 
YOU ha-acter might be due for a Vision increase- 

Also bear in mind that your developing chronicle and its 
stories have a significant impact on whether it’s time for your 
character to cash in or save Conviction, and on the Virtue 
point that YOU gain. If your character has been constantly on 
the runrecently, never getting a chance to breathe, much less 
to ponder the mysteries of the universe, it probably isn’t 
appropriate to cash in Conviction. Similarly, a recent story 
about self-sacrifice and mutual sympathy may preclude gain- 
ing Vision or Zeal. You and the Storyteller should discuss 

course of the series and your character’s part in it. 

T’m bfllCE Or VISION 
As hunters delve deeper and deeper into the unnatural 

world, the strain of coming to terms with the horrible truth 

hunt leaves less and less rOOm for being the person one was 
before, for relating to the world. Obsessions and fears rise up to 
consume a hunter’s essential personality, making him ever 

Visionaries are often considered odd or distracted by other 
i m ~ ~ a t ~ e ~ o ~ t i m e s ~ ~ e i r ~ o c u s o n ~ o o ~ i n g ~ o r a n s w w s  

larger ques~ons meafls that hey frequently spend time 
ponderingandco~c~ela~nteth~ries,andthey,re-lyshy 
about sharing their thoughts with fellow hunters. Because of such 
chct&aiG, they run the risk of being or 
hefix&, even while heqR perfKdy sane and con~butive. 

EnergeticVisionarieswithastrongpersonalsenseofthetruth 
are in many ways the most vuhent,le to and bre&down. 
Already idealistic or decided, they may react poorly to evidence 
that their theories are incorrect and so suffer a crisis of 
f a i ~ ~ ~ a ~ ~ ~ s u c ~ a s e ~ ~ a c ~ , s o m e w ~ ~ ~ w f r o m ~ e r e a ~ w o r ~ ~  
while they re-evaluate their very beliefs. Others prove unable to 

their old confidence and become depressed or withdnwn, 
even suicidal - everything they put stock in has aban- 

Other Visionaries invest a lot of value in communicating 
ideas and guiding other imbued toward goals. Sometimes, goals 
change. The meaningful part is that people are coordinated to 
work toward some end, no matter what it is. n e s e  Visionaries 
fidself.wo& in being able to convince others &at the theorists 
are guiding lights. Such pathfinders may become agitated, upset 
or hostile when their ideas, orders or pronouncements are 
challenged or mocked. They’re also likely to react badly to 
competition for the role of leader. This kind of obsession can lead 
to mental disorders related to anger, hostility or stress. 

Because Visionaries deal specifically with the unknown, 
often dwelling on the esoteric and intangible, they are perhaps 
the most prone to derangements of all imbued. Hunters who 
focus on killing or healing can at least take solace in the 
immediate rewards of their efforts - the remains of foes de- 
stroyed in battle or monsters brought back into the human fold. 

(Optional) Lose apoint Of Conviction if your what Conviction and Virtue changes are appropriate for the 

exacts a heavy toll. increasing focus on and dedication to the acquires 10 Conviction, should you cash them in for a Virtue 
increase Or hang Onto them for confrontations with the 
unknown and the pursuit of understanding? 

sible. It’s pretty damn difficult to theorize about the nature of 
the hidden world when its every emergence makes you want 
to void your bowels and run for your life. On the other hand, 
boosting a Virtue can give you more dice in edge rolls and 
even grant your character a new edge. 

So, which to choose?First of all, your character doesn’t make 
adecision to cash in his Conviction and increase aVirtue. Those 
concepts mean nothing to him. They’re merely mechanical 
means of recording his enthusiasm for and belief in the hunt. 

A large C h ~ i c t i o n  PO01 doesn’t n ~ a n  Y O U  hunter is 
“poweredup”withmystica1energy. It means that at that moment 
he really believes in his hopes for the world and is confident that 
they can be achieved. Vision- Or mY highvimerating 
- indicates that your character has become more dedicated to 
his calling, and in the case of vision has gained greater insights 
and understanding based on his triumphs. 

So you can make the choice of which Virtue to increase 
when your character gathers 10 Conviction. This decision 
should be based on her recent experiences and personal epipha- 
nies. If she just lashed out in anger against a creature when it 
refused to offer her information about the other side, she may 
deserve Zeal as opposed to Vision or Mercy points. A1ternt-i- 
tively, Vision might be gained if she just reached a significant 
milestone in her quest for an idealized future. 

Since theorists focus on Vision as their primary Virtue and 
constantly seek to further their understanding of themselves and 
the world, here are some guidelines by which you can decide 
whetheryourcharacter’sVisionratingincreasesinyourchronicle. 

Has your character substantially changed her big idea in 
apsitiveapacity? Ifshehas,shecouldbe morecommittedthan 
ever to the Vision Virne, because past experiences have guided 
her to a more rewarding and inspirational dream for the future. 

on one hand, hanging Onto Conviction Can Seem sen- more driven, erratic, incomprehensible or withdrawn. 

doned them. What can possibly be worth living for now? 



take years to accomplish, Visionaries can fall victim to their own 
unrealistic standards. And yet, such lofty pursuits can insulate 
theorists from some of the rigors of the hunt. Mutilated bodies, 
h m ~ ~ e d  loved ones and the forfeit of Past values C a n  Seem 
insignificantwhenthefateoftheuniverSeaPPears to hang in the 
balance. ~ituational experiences that may terrify or even inflict 
ailments on other hunters might the~fore have no effect on 
Visionaries, depending on khiduals’ &ofness Or fortitude- 

Ultimately, it’s up to the Storyteller to decide whether a 
setback, sight or event in the night-to-night hunt (as opposed 
to high Virtue) inflicts a derangement on your character. You 
could also impose one on your own character if you think it’s 
appropriate to his identity. It’s really a matter of what’s most 
important to him, and whether an ideal must remain inviolate 
or can be sacrificed without consequence. 

Overcoming mental conditions gained during the hunt 
involves reconciling traumatic events or setbacks into a frame- 
work that your Visionary can understand. She typically must 
n ~ k e  sense of what happened in terms ofherul t im~e theories 
and kkas. She may needtowithdraw~omthehuntfora Period 
and dedicate herself to rationalizing events. This may involve 
a regular expenditure of Willpower, research of answers or 
alternative ideas, and professional counseling. It might not be 

in past lives as recorded in hunters’ collective unconscious (and 
brains) or exploring the human body for the source of edges. 

A hunter with this syndrome can be extremely dangerous. 
He could be prepared to manipulate, compromise, harm or 
dissect any and all people or institutions to acquire the informa- 
tion or results that he values. He might force a normal person 
into a fight with monsters, publicly expose a hunter to see how 
monsters respond, or test the limits ofhunter endurance through 
torture, all if the puppeteer feels there might be useful informa- 
tion to be gained from the exercise. The urge to manipulate 
someone into a specific dangerous or destructive situation can 
be suppressed for a scene by spending a point of Willpower. 

Aside from your character’s obvious lack of perspective 
and this derangement can make him vulnerable. 
He feels compelled to explore any lead or angle that might tell 
him more about his particular obsession. Thus, whereas his 
manipulation and deception skills might increase, his capacity 
to understand people or detect deceptions decreases. Social 
rolls are at + 1 when attempting to further research, but suffer a 
1 penalty when your character attempts to understand people’s 

feelings ormotivations, or to recognize when he’s being misled. 

A Visionary’s broad plan to save the world is always some- 
thing of a work in progress, as each pathfinder continuously seeks 

T’unnEr l lslon 

avenues of research related to the problem, or envisions plans 
that center more on resolving these issues than is rational or safe. 

Anytime a hunter with this derangement is questioned, 
doubted or disobeyed, he flies into a rage. Such fits range from 

come to hate and fear people who repeatedly trigger his rage. 



to get others to contribute to it. 

Visionaries to find other imbued in person, word of the variety of 
abilities the Messengers bestow is spreading. The following five 
edge have come to light as a result of this exchange. 

As yet, only Visionaries have displayed these capabilities. 
At the Storyteller’s discretion, hunters of other creeds may 
develop them. Your Storyteller should decide whether other- 
creed characters can have these powers on an individual basis, 
allowing an edge only if it is clearly appropriate to a hunter’s 
concept. For example, a Defender who organizesfellow hunters 
to protect a neighborhood might manifest Summon. 

indicator that a meeting is requested among all hunters who 
see and interpret the sign. If this edge is applied while 
inscribing the symbol, however, the image seems to acts as a 
beacon or homing signal to imbued who have not yet seen it. 
Simply scribbling the symbol on a piece of paper isn’t enough. 
The symbol needs to be at least two-feet-square and marked 
on some durable surface-a wall, billboard or floor. It can also 
be inscribed on mobile objects such as cars and be used to lead 
other imbued to intended destinations. 

The summons manifests as a sudden, inexplicable wind 
that blows (even indoors) in the intended direction at a 
receiver’s locale, throwing up loose papers, leaves or similar 
material. Subjects feel a strong impulse to head in a particular 
direction. Following it simply feelsright in the same indefinable 
way that the enemy feels wrong. The wind created seems 
unusual to normal people and monsters. 

System: Your character must spend at least one turn 
inscribing the symbol. Roll Manipulation + Vision, difficulty 7. 
The effects of the beacon can be felt by all hunters within a 
radius of one mile per point of Vision that your character 
possesses. Affected imbued do not have EO obey the summons; 
doing SO is entirely voluntary. If they choose to follow, the 
summons leads them to the symbol by the most direct route 
possible, even if it’s impassable by people (they must find their 
own way across obstacles or through buildings). If the beacon 
is located on a moving object and the distance it travels exceeds 
the edge’s range to responding hunten, they lose contact. 

The beacon effect lasts for one hour per success rolled. If 
the roll fails, your character merely creates the standard sum- 
moning symbol. If the roll botches, the symbol sends out 
confusing messages, leading hunters who heed its call on a wild- 
goose chase. Due to such potential hazards, the Storyteller may 
choose to make Summon rolls on your behalf, so that your 
character doesn’t know whether other hunters are within range 
or are misled. If the Storyteller does make the roll, YOU may tell 
him how much Conviction YOU risk on the roll, if any. 

If the summon symhl is defaced or the surface on which it’s 
marked is destroyed, the beacon effect ceases immediately. The 
creator need not remain in its presence for the beacon to continue 
functioning, though he can deactivate it at will. The effect also 

nehunt-takeitstoll.Repeateddefeats,thedeathoffellow 
imbuedandpersonalinjury-quicMyundermineahunter’sability 

will to face &e supernatural. sometimes, even one spectacular 
failure is enough to destroy a hunter’s confidence altogether. 

some v i s i 0 e a  perceive the we that a broken spirit 
inflicts upon the imbued collectively. n e  chain is only as strong as 
its weakest link, they reason, and many hunters’ will is weak indeed. 
Tnus, these thinkers have sought away to bolster the imbued spirit. 

T~ the outside world, Me of h i s  edge seems like nothing 
more than a conversation bemeen people. From the per- 
spectiveofthemohunters involved, it is as iftherest oftheworld 
fadm into the background. The Visionary’s words of encourage- 
merit, direction, impintion and praise =em to rejuvenate the 
faltering subject, awakening a renewed passion for the cause. 

system: If another hunterjs &nviction drops below the 
starting rating for her creed, your character may use this edge to 
restore the subject’s vigor. Roll Charisma + Vision, difficulty 6. 
Success indicates that your character is able to raise the crisis- 
stricken hunter’sconfidence. Her Convictionreturns tostarting 
level for her creed. Use of this edge takes one turn for both 
participants, during which no other actions are allowed. 

can use his edge on one hunter at a time. 
ne two usually be touching distance of each other, 
where voices can be they must usually 
be alone in a q i e t  area for & edge to work. If your 
attemptstousehge inabusyplaceorundercom~tconditions, 
the ddficulty increases to 8 or 9, respectively. The difficulty also 
increases by one if the subject and your Visionary are at odds in any 
way, asopposed tospealungcongenially. Wiculty is reduced by one 
if the subject is an active supporter of your Visionary’s big idea. 

your 



persists to its normalduration if the creator becomes Incapacitated. 
Summon can be used only once per chapter (game session). 

R w  
Just as novice Visionaries can give dispirited hunters a confi- 

dence boost, one who has traveled further down the path of Vision 
can steel her followers for coming battles. Immediately before an 
encounter with the other side, a Visionary can speak to her team, 
explaining the relevance to the big picture of what they are about 
to do, and ideally transferring some of his own vigor to the others. 
As with the Focus edge, hunters listening to the speaker lose 
awareness of the world around them while the Visionary speaks. 

Systan: The speech must last at least three turns. All partici- 
pants must focus on the speech or be encouraged to do so, or they do 
not benefit from the edge. Subjects must be within earshot of your 
character, and they must be at least agreeable (not averse) to your 
character’s dream of the future for this edge to work on them. 

Roll Charisma + Vision, difficulty 8. The number of 
successes gained becomes a pool of Conviction points that you 
must allocate immediately among the attentive hunters present. 
Your character does not gain any of these points. The only way 
you can gain Conviction personally is by risking Conviction, as 
normal. Points should be allocated equally among all present, 
although they don’t have to be. 

Ifyour character is interruptedduring the Course ofhisspeech, the 
effect is ruined and the attempt to use this edge fails automatically. 

If the Conviction gained through this edge is not used in the 
course of the current or subsequent scene, whichever applies, it 
is lost as the effects of the Visionary’s exhorting words fade. 

Conviction thus gained by a subject cannot be combined 
with his own to be cashed in for more Virtue points. These bonus 
points are considered a pool separate from a recipient’s own 

Conviction score, but are still available to the character for use 
in the scene. No subject’s Conviction total can be raised higher 
than 10. A n y  excess points generated by this edge are wasted. 

Onceaspeechismadeandlistenersare inspired topume your 
Visionary’s agenda, they retain any Conviction gained for the 
scene, even if your character is rendered Incapacitated or dies 
therein. Once Conviction points are “bestowed” by your charac- 
ter, they cannot be revoked by him. 

Unln 
Visionaries dedicate themselves to formulating plans and 

achieving goals in the greater scheme of the hunt. This edge 
allows them to prepare a space for an encounter with the 
enemy and advance toward their ultimate goals by pooling the 
strengths and resources of fellow hunters. 

The Visionary must spend an hour pacing the space he 
intends to prepare, contemplating objectives for the encoun- 
ter and the ramifications of what may follow; planning exactly 
what she wants to do and how she expects other hunters 
involved to act. Then, she carefully inscribes the “unity” 
symbol on a prominent, permanent surface in the area. This 
can be anything from a wall to a lamp post to a floor. 

The resulting symbol is insignificant to monsters’ eyes - 
nothing more than simple graffiti. To all hunters within the area, 
however, it appears to be the center of a swirling wind. Normal 
people and monsters perceive nothing odd about this wind. 

Systan: After the intended area is prepared, spend one Con- 
viction and roll Wits + Vision, dlffculty 6. The area effected extends 
from the unity symbol to a radius of one yard per success achieved. 

Within this area, hunters who generally support your 
Visionary’s ultimate goal (who are not genuinely adverse to it) 
gain the benefit of second sight and protection from monsters’ 



’ mental attacks, as if Conviction had been spent but without 
actually having tospend the point. In addition, the difficulties of 
all edge-related rolls performed by any hunter within the circle 
are reduced by one. If affected imbued step outside the circle, all 
benefitsarelostandConvictionmustbspentasusua1 to activate 
secondsight. Hunterscanre-enter thecircle toregainitsbenefits. 

The effects of this edge persist for one scene. If any hunter 
within the circle inrentionauy performs a hostile action against 
another imbed, however, the effect terminates immediately for 
everyone. The circle is also broken if the unity symbol is ever marred 
Or the Object On Which it is drawn is destroyed 

Unify does not diminish the Conviction costs of activat- I ing some hunters’ edges. That is, powers that cost a point or 
two of Conviction to turn on still do. 

Unify can be used on only one place at a time. The effect 
persists throughout the scene, even if your Visionary charac- 

effect prematurely at will, if he chooses. 
DETERMINE 

L ter is Incapacitated or dies. He can, however, deactivate the 

So if you get three successes on your Determine roll, your 
character may alter a creature’s acts up to three separate times in 
the same game session. Once those extra rolls are used up, the 
edge cannot be activated again that chapter. 

This edge can be used to affect the actions of the same 
subject Over and over, but no more than one extra roll can be 
imposed on any single monster action. 

Your Visionary cannot forewarn other characters of 
monsters’ impending acts or the ramifications thereof. 

Conviction points risked on a Determine roll simply 
increase the number of extra rolls you may impose on monsters 
for a chapter. Conviction does not affect the outcome of any 
monster’s individual action to which an extra roll is dedicated. 

- 
the m e -  * 

unusual example of the Word, a sin&-- - , ____ _ _  __ _-_ __. - 
just a one-word meaning, but a whole concept about the hunt. 

Ge-Luly dedicated to the path of Vision can actuallipRordain the 
actionsofothers. AlthoughthisedgedoesnotallowaVisionary to 
take control of a monster, it allows her to gain insight into the 

L possibilities of a monster’s actions at any instant and choose the 
option that suits her best. Any s~pematural creature can be 
affected (other and hunters cannot be) but has no active 
knowledge that someone dabbles with its immediate fate. The 1 worst luck simply seems to befall it --sometimes again and again. 

System: This edge is similar to Foresee (Hunter, p. 155) but 
allowsyourcharactertoinfluencetheimmediatef. 
The being must be within your character’s direct line of sight. 

Roll Manipulation + Vision, difficulty 7, and spend two 
Conviction points. For each success achieved, your character has 
one opportunity to control a creature’s fate. You must announce 

I that your character intends to apply one of these opportunities 
after the Storyteller has determined a monster’s action in a turn, 

1 but before he has made the roll for it. Your character cannot try 
to interfere with a monster’s action that has already been 

1 performed. Thus, your character must delay his action in the 
initiative to interfere with a slower creature’s - see Hunter, p. 
189. Or it might be possible, at the Storyteller’s discretion, to call 
upon the effects of this edge in one turn and make it applicable 
to a monster’s first action in the s+mt turn. 

Each time your character meddles with a creature’s future, 
theStorytellermakesoneextrarol1 todetermine the effectsofthe 
intended action. He narratesa glimpse that your character has of 
each result and you get to choose which applies. Even if neither 
option isultimately desirable, youstillmust choose one (thisedge 
allows your character to influence the future, not dictate it). Also, 
consider that your character’s insight applies only to the imme- 
diate results of actions. You might decide that a monster’s botch 
is the roll that applies, but the after-effects of that botch could 
cause unanticipated residual damage - say, a misdirected bullet 
goes on to pierce a gas tank and cause an enornous explosion. 

The Determine edge influences only simple actions that 
are decided by single rolls, such as combat attacks. Your 
character cannot control the overall outcome of extended or 
resisted actions, although this edge might affect component 
rolls made during such efforts. 

Each appliationofDetermine may influence momters’fate 
(may impose a total number of extra rolls) in that chapter only. 

When questioned about it, an imbued bearing one such 
emblem proudly declared that it was “Mina’s Sign” and that 
he was among her followers. 

Mina Mederos, an Argentine imbued who recently joined 
hunter-net as Tanguera352, is the Visionary responsible for 
creating this symbol - indeed, for introducing this whole new 
interpretation of hunter code - which sums up her dream for 
the hunt, the future and the world. What most other hunters 
have yet to realize is that the symbols her followers carry do far 
more than just represent her beliefs. 

i 
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HUWQRK OF Ref I C ~  

As more hunters rally to Mina 
that the symbol she creatt 
allows her to keep watch o 
of her doctrine, seeming11 

For some time after her imbuing, she often found herself 
scribbling symbols on her order pad during idle moments at her 
waitress job. Progressively, her scrawling became more compli- 
catedand involved-more extensively meaningful, somehow. 

Finally, her tinkering developed into an obsession as she toiled 
for ova the ri&t combhtions oflines and that somehow 
contained all the passion, hope and idealism that she herself did. 
Eventually, she arrived at a single symbiosis and just knew that it 
expressed her very soul - a veritable proclamation of what she 
believed should be done to set the world right, captured in a single, 
wordless diagram. She showed it to some of her fellow imbued, 
expecting ridicule. She was amazed by their reaction. After weeks 
and months of her futile preaching, arguing and rationalizing about 
her outlook, they finally understood the message she was trying to 
express all along, and adopted her cause for the future. 

Some even marked the sign at their meeting place as an 
emblem of their movement. Over the weeks that followed, 
Mina experienced seeming hallucinations and flashes of her 
allies. She inexplicably sensed that one began to doubt the 
cause, and that another was flushed with success. Once, she 
even got a momentary glimpse of a hunter from Norway whom 
she had met and won over when she served him in a tourist bar. 
Unfortunately, the man appeared to be under attack by fierce 
beasts. Mina’s subsequent efforts to contact him revealed that 
he had been found dead, the victim of a grisly murder. 
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TIP svmhnl that conveved not 

Any hunter who encountered such a symbol intuitively under- 
stood the cause that the creator espoused. 

a glimpse 
hose who 

YLLlLi .. . . 
I‘S banner, she has discovered 

d to define her own aspirations actually 
iver her supporters and their observation 
y wherever they operate in the world. 
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M e r  these bizarre expenences, Minasuspectedshe might be 
receiving images of events that happened near her symbols, that 
affected the way her plan was being carried out, for good or ill. 

Visionary creates the symbol that codifies those words into an 
understandmg that transcends human language. 

Once a symbol is created, other hunters or bystanders who 
truly espouse the principles it represents can learn it and repro- 
duce it at will. The symbol then has the potential to spread as far 

Recently, under pressure from other posters, Mina tried 
to exulain the urocess she used to create her symbol, at least 

I as fa; as words could convey. Other hunters who uphold 
causes, grand schemes and big pictures as the foremost goalsof 
the hunt now seek to accomplish the same feat. As far as most 

:d seem to be concerned, there’s little point in one 
symbol \ that apparently expresses a statement when the exist- 
ing code serves just fine for helping or harming monsters. 

METHOD 
Visionaries are the foremost ProPonentsofcreating sYm- 

bols as the statements of their dreams. They believe they have 
tosPreadtheirmessage, 

if only they can master the technique of symbol design- 
ision largely feel no corn- 

Pulsion to create such broadly meaningful symbols, because 
edPu~oses.Becausesuch 

a symbol contains meaning far beyond one word or concept, 
Visionaries clearly need to have evolved a clear understand- 
ing of their personal dream and mission before they can hope 
todefine it with an icon. Many eager thinkers start to develop 
their svmbols simultaneously with their evolving ideals, how- 

and as fast as the imbued in general take up the Visionary’s plan 
as their own. Unfortunately, all the mysterious effects that go 
with the symbol (see below) fail to be transferred with a repro- 
duced or “forged” image. Only its inherent meaning spreads. 

Generally, a symbol is used in two ways: to mark a hunter as 
an adherent of a particular movement or to mark a locale as a 
meeting place for people who support that mission. 

All copies of the symbol drawn by the Visionary himself 
have the potential to offer insights back to the pathfinder. 
These perceptions are limited to Ones directly relevant to the 
hunter’s big idea and its spread or decline, however. He doesn’t 
actuallysee what takesplace inameetingplacemarked withhis 
symbol, but he intuitively knows if his followers flourish in one 
area or are threatened in another. If an individual wears or 
carries the symbol, the designer gets a sense of her level of 
commitment to his dream - perhaps an intuitive warning if 
she is likely to betray his ideals, or that she is in immediate 
danger. If imbued who espouse his doctrine fight among them- 
selves in the presence ofthe symbol, the Visionary feels a chill 
and knows something is amiss with those supporters. Specifics 

1 
I 
1 1 

I - 

I 
E- 

ary has precise idea of the d&ny he seeks for the world. The 
moment of revelation often comes when the prophet can distill his 
plan into asentence or two that any hunter might comprehend and 

reportedis intuitive signs of progress or regression. 
Asymbolmustbedrawnvisibly, foranyone tosee (even ifthey 

can’t understand it), to be effective. It can’t just be traced with a I evenputcredence in. Intheburstofelationthattypicallyfollows,the finger or in “invisible ink,” for example. Any symbol placed on a 



personmustbeprominentandpreferablypermanent, like atattoo. 
If it wears off, as felt pen markings would, that sign loses power and 
the Visionary loses contact with a follower or a meeting place. If a 
sign is defaced or the object on which it is drawn is destroyed, all 
the benefits of that particular symbol end. Symbols cannot be 
inscribed on or carried by normal people or monsters and still relay 
information back to the Visionary creator. 

To start designing a comprehensive, lasting symbol, your 
Visionary must be well on the way to forming a clear image of 
what he wants to happen to the world, humanity, monsters and 
the future. In game terms, he must possess at least 3 Vision. 
(Characters of other primary creeds who also have Vision 
ratings of3 or more still cannot create quest symbols. Their true 
calling ultimately lies with other Virtues and purposes, unless 
the Storyteller rules otherwise.) 

To create a mission statement and design the symbol that 
represents it, you must set aside 10 Conviction over a period 
of in-game months - no more than one point per week - 
that represents your character’s investment of time and en- 
ergy to refine his greatest aspirations into a simple image. 
Once a point of Conviction has been set aside, it cannot be 
used for any other purpose thereafter. 

As part of this process, write a detailed explanation of your 
character’sbig ideaandgive itto your Storyteller. Ifyour Storyteller 
agrees that you have roleplayed that goal by pursuing the dream for 
months, or that your character has been overwhelmed with a 
revelation about the hunt that has changed his whole understand- 
ing, roll Intelligence + Vision, difficulty 6. No Conviction or 
Willpower can be risked or spent on this roll. If it succeeds, your 
characterhasdesignedasymbol that intuitively communicates his 
desires to other imbued. If the roll fails, your character must spend 
another month reassessing his ideals (although no extra Convic- 
tion need be spent) and then another roll can be made. 

If a design roll is botched, your character is unable to find 
any way to express his insights as part of the Word. He may 
then abandon the attempt or redefine his quest and start the 
process all over again. (though, if your character is completely 
baffled at creating a symbol where other hunters succeed, he 
may question his effectiveness as a philosopher and leader as 
a whole before taking a different tack at a dream). All 
Conviction set aside for the original quest and its icon is lost. 

Once your character’s mission statement and its image are 
codified, your character can personally copy his sign as many 
times as he has points of Vision. These symbols, when posted 
at followers’ meeting places or carried on their person, can 
relate subjective information regarding the progress of your 
character’s movement. Your Visionary can be any distance 
from his symbols and still be receptive to them. Any insights 
received are created and shared by the Storyteller, at her 
discretion. There are no hard-and-fast rules for how and when 
impressions or feelings are experienced, or even what’s re- 
vealed. Supportersmightgainmore recruitsandyourcharacters’ 
plan might thereby gain momentum. Energetic followers may 
be threatened or killed, and the movement could take a 
downturn. It’s more a matter of story than mechanics, and 
whole chronicles might be based on a Visionary’s effort to start 
a grassroots movement and then keep it on track to a better 
future, thanks to the iconic tools that make it all possible. In 
general, however, a symbol can gather and relay information 
about pertinent events that occur within a radius equal to one 
yard per point of Vision your character possesses. 

Your character hasan innate, limited sense ofwhere all original, 
active symbk lie at all times. He simply needs to concentrate and 
cansensetheirbgfromhiscmentpition, whereverheis. He 
cannot estimate the distance to any symbol, though. 

Your Visionary’s sign can be imitated by other hunters or 
bystanders. These images still bear your character’s mission 
statement to imbued or bystanders who see such “forged” 
icons, but no sense of events surrounding those duplicated 
signs are relayed. Similarly, your character can draw more 
images than he has Vision points. Excess symbols also lack the 
“information feed.” If normal people or monsters forge your 
character’s symbol, those images bear no meaning to hunters 
who look at them, and they convey no information. These 
“counterfeit” symbols seem false to imbued onlookers. 

If your character wishes to create additional fully effective 
symbols, he has to wait until his Vision rating increases, or 
until another of his genuine symbols fades or is discarded, 
defaced or destroyed. Furthermore, if a person bearing your 
Visionary’s symbol abandons the inherent big idea, the sym- 
bol she bears becomes meaningless, freeing your character to 
create another active symbol. Your character can also “re- 
voke” an existing symbol at any time, making it powerless and 
meaningless, and allowing him to create another to use 
elsewhere. Revoking a symbol probably occurs as a last, 
desperate resort, say when one group of followers can pursue 
the mission without “supervision,” whereas another group 
needs extensive oversight. A symbol can be revoked if sup- 
porters defy your Visionary’s will or intent on his quest. 

Whether other imbued understand that mission symbols 
grant their creator a“window to the world” depends on whether 
your prophet shares that information. It’s a fairly extraordinary 
concept, so people - even hunters - aren’t going to suspect 
that these images telegraph impressions. If sign bearers know, 
however, they may from time to time make a conscious effort 
to disguise information that might ordinarily be relayed. They 
may attempt to do so by covering the symbol or perhaps by 
sealing it up in a bag, effectively “jamming the signal.” In game 
terms, a Willpower point must be spent to keep developments 
from being relayed for one scene without your character’s 
knowledge. There are numerous reasons why a follower might 
“jam” your character’s signal. Perhaps monsters have claimed 
her and intend to use her to attack the symbol’s creator, or 
maybe she is using your character, just as he might be using her. 

In the event that your character changes his big idea 
significantly - because close friends die for his cause and he 
loses faith in it, for example, or a tremendous setback makes 
him reconsider everything he’s assumed - all symbols created 
suddenly become meaningless and inert (in a practical sense, if 
you rewrote your character’s changed “mission statement” and 
it was considerably different from his first, the Storyteller could 
rule that he has lost or changed faith). Only the most dedicated, 
focused and sometimes deluded of pathfinders have the Vision 
necessary to maintain a cause and symbol indefinitely. 

If a new calling is developed, your character may start a new 
creation process - and a new movement -from scratch. 

It’s incumbent upon the Storyteller to keep tabs on a 
Visionary’s statements and behavior in regard to the philoso- 
phy he supposedly endorses. If you or your character ever stray 
from the path too severely, perhaps by defying one of the 
tenets of your pathfinder’s very mission statement, the Story- 
teller may render all of his symbols null and void. The 
punishment may be temporary, until some kind of atonement 
is made, or permanent. 





Then thou spakest in vision to thy holy one, and saidst, I have 
laid help upon one that is mighty; I have exalted one chosen out of 
the people. 
- Psalms 89:19 
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Prelude: It started out like any other Tuesda This was all wrong. You just knew it. But the thing inside 
didn’t waver, and the guy just kept on talking. What the hell 

could you do? That’s when you had the premonition: You 
saw the room where you stood being crisscrossed by lots of 
police. On the floor, at the spot between you and him, was 
a chalk outline - and what had to be a huge blood stain. 

- a pain in the ass. The newspaper was full of 
damn-fool accusations about police personnel 
shortages, the sanitation committee was in 
session all afternoon, and that evening the 
mayor ducked out of a party to celebrate the 
opening of a new mall, leaving you to take his 
place. “It’ll do you good to get some exposure,” 
the old man said, flashing his trademark smile. 
Another mall, for Christ’s sake! 

snapped around, pistols in hand, and 
A body fell next to you, but from your 

The man who had accosted you, it 
turned out, actually was carrying a pistol 
- a weapon used earlier that evening to 
fatally shoot a member of the sanitation 
commission. Ultimately, it turned out 

quite well. The press made you a hero, 

After you arrived, you discov- 
ered that the wily old bastard had 
neglected to say he’d promised to giv 
a speech. The mall reps weren’t any 
more delighted to be stuck with a subordi- 
nate than you were about being there, so 
you shrugged, stood up, praised everyone 
nonspecifically and threw around some 
buzz words. It all went okay - one in the 
eye of the old man. 

It was at the champagne reception 
afterward that things turned strange. A 
bunch of local shopkeepers had you cor- 
nered when a smart-looking guy butted in 
and asked to speak with you. You were glad to 
escape. The guy pulled you to one side of the 
room, which made security twitchy, and he 
started talking about the sanitation commit- 
tee. He waved a piece of paper at you, but 
when you looked at it, you were ready to swear 
it read, “IT DECEIVES.” When you realized 
you were staring at the paper, you returned 
your attention to the speaker and saw he 
wasn’t the same. The same man was in front of 
you, but different eyes seemed to peer out from 
behind his own - dark, burning, hungry. 

Concept: You’re used to making decisions, 
thinking on your feet and coming up with deci- 
sive plans. You’re also used to being right and 
making sure people know it. Since your change, 
you’ve realized that something big is going on. 
You’ve got some ideas, and like all your ideas, 
they’re solid. Now, all you need is some help to 
make your ideas into reality. 

Roleplaying Hints: You’re confident, 
charming and smart. You’re certain that you’re 
the only person who truly knows what’s going 

your new concerns are intruding. 
Equipment: Tastefully expensive suit, 

mobile phone, pager, personal organizer, 
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Prelude: Your parish wasn’t a particularly pres- “Forgive me, Father, for I have sinned. It’s been34 
years since my last confession.” The dead man spoke 

“Is that how long you’ve been dead, my son?” 
The words slipped out before you could stop them. 

There was no response. 
‘What sins would you like to confess?” you asked. 
“I.. . I don’t understand,” he said at last. 
“Everyone needs help sometimes.” 

tigious one, and its members were certainly needy 
enough when you arrived. After 18 months of 
work, you felt you’d done your best to help them 
despite how little seemed to have changed. At- 
tendance was up, but donations weren’t - most of 
your parishioners remained too poor to spare any- 
thing for the church. The Bishop understood. He 
assigned you here, after all. Some priests would be 
frustrated by being given a “problem parish.” You 
joined the Church to be there for people, not to 
rise through the ranks. 

You first noticed the stranger when 
you realized he’d been sitting in the same 
pew for over three hours, praying or 
doing a reasonable impression of it. Long 
stays had never been uncommon, but 
they were relatively rare mid-week, 
and he didn’t look destitute. “Long 
stays” are often the sort of people who 
are in need but are too nervous to 
reach out. So you went over, apolo- 
gized for intruding and offered 
confession. He accepted readily, 
seeming grateful for the chance. 

As you were settling into the confes- 
sional, a miracle occurred. The Lord spoke to 
you in a thunderous voice: “IT FEIGNS HU- 
MANITY.”Yourecoiled from thechamelstench 
coming through the screen, and suddenly you 
knew: You were about to give confession to a 

with a sickly gurgle at the back of his throat. 

The door to the confessional slammed open, 
and you heard the man run from the church. 

It didn’t take you long to realize that he 

Concept: You became a priest to help 
the needy and maybe make a difference in 
the world. Now, God has revealed that 
He has other plans for you. You know 
that if you do your part and God’s other 
chosendo theirs, together you’ll be able 
to defeat the Devil. 

Roleplaying Hints: You’re a kind 
person by nature, but that doesn’t 
mean you’re lenient toward evil. 

Working in a bleak, inner-city parish 
means you know poverty and decay. 

You live in the neighborhood, too. Be- 
sides, you’ve seen plenty of human 

monsters over the years. You helped many 
of them find the higher faith, too. 

Equipment: Rosary; Bible; inexpen- 

wasn’t the only one of his kind. 
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Prelude: It was difficult to spend all day, every da But it was dead! You could see that! Anyone could 
see that! This shouldn’t be. And yet, here it was before 

Shaking. “Screaming.” Suddenly, you simply 
d to know how this could be possible. A bone 

mallet lay on a nearby tray. Just as the thing was 
rising, you smashed its legs just below the hips. 
One arm was already useless from the accident. 

To be safe, you shattered the other at the shoulder. 
to get up, but all it could 
A couple of sheets pressed 

into service as ropes and it was immobilized. 

Fifteen minutes later, you were even 
more perplexed. Erratic brainwave activ- 
ity. Complete lack of any cardiac or 

respiratory activity, but it was still glaring 
at you, its eyes wide. This thing wasn’t 
alive, but neither was it dead. You couldn’t 

run any further risks with it, though. The 
next shift was starting soon. You decided to 

ith a saw. It wasn’t until 
ealized it was going to be 
explain the state of the 

Concept: You know there’s no way the walk- 
ing dead are natural. Yet they exist, and that baffles 
you.You’redetermined todiscover some answers.. . 
which will require more experimentation. 

Roleplaying Hints: Like so many people in 
the postmortem industry, you’re unfazed by 
death. Monsters don’t fit into your understand- 
ing of the world, however, so they unnerve you. 
You’re curious, analytical and methodical. You 
know there has to be an answer for all this. 

Equipment: Casual clothes, lab coat, set of 
scalpels, pocket tape recorder 

staring closely at - and into - death without becom- 
ing blase about it. At first, everything about the job 
was unsettling constant, unwelcome reminders of 
mortality. That lasted about a week. Then it be- 
came natural, a welcome peace from the hassles on 
the outside. That lasted about a week, too. Finally, 
it became part of the routine. Dull. Too obvious to 
notice. In the end, all you were doing was slicing 
meat and running tests. 

It didn’t help that the ages of the people you 
dissected ran the gamut. If only they had all been 
old people. Old people were supposed to die. 
But a lot of your subjects died young - kids, 
teens, young adults. Obviously, death spared 
no one, and there wasn’t much of a gap 
between it and life. Before long, you were 
desensitized to it all. When you men- 
tioned it to your boss, she just nodded. 

So it was a shock when you sud- 
denly learned that life and death were a 
lot more complicated than you imag- 
ined. You were working the late shift. 
Your first “client” was a hit-and-run vic- 
tim. That meant some standard tests - 
blood analysis, injuries - to help the 
investigating detective. You were prep- 
ping when your tape recorder - the one 
used to tape your procedures - came o 
and you heard your own voice say, “AND 
THE DEAD SHALL WALK.” Of course, 
you had never recorded such remarks, but 
that detail was the least of your worries. 
The cadaver’s eyes opened and it tried to 
scream, but nothing came out. 

All the tools you needed were there. 
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The following thinkers have survived the first harrowing 
months of the imbuing and have learned extensively from their 
experiences. Each now believes he or she has a clear under- 
standing of the future, and some other hunters have even begun 
to rally to their causes. Some fellow Visionaries regard these 
theorists as hunters’ most insightful thinkers, but many imbued 
of all creeds often give them a wide berth for fear that these 
“prophets” are insane or comDletelv self-destructive. 

One unusually bone-chilling New Orleans night, Earl 
Deams was spraying de-icer into the lock of his pickup truck 
door when other things caught his attention. But neither the 
sourceless, booming voice nor the ambulatory corpses it 
alerted him to truly frightened him. After all, this was New 
Orleans. Earl actually found reassurance in his ability to end 
the creatures’ rampage and chase them away with a makeshift 
flamethrower (the things you can do with aerosol products 
and cigarette lighters.. .). But talking with the police after- 
ward - that unnerved him completely. 

Run-ins with corrupt cops were nothing new for Earl. After 
all, this was New Orleans. Two of the officers who arrived to 
investigate the “disturbance,” however, looked even worse than 
the zombies had, if only because these visibly tainted policemen 
seemed murgidy alive. Earl began questioning his own sanity as 
the youngsters he’d saved presented their zombie-free version of 
events. When one of the normal cops asked what Earl had seen, 
he said, “Nothing like what they saw.” One of the ominous- 
looking policemenbecamevery interested, then, andhrlbecame 
terrified. He told a baldfaced lie involving perpetrators whose 
race, physical characteristics and clothing differed substantially 
from what the teenagers had recounted. The scary cop seemed 
satisfied, and he returned his attention to the crime scene. Earl’s 
attention, meanwhile, had gained several new areas of focus.. .. - 

For several months, Earl divided his time between making 
sense of the hidden truths he had discovered (or vice versa, 
perhaps) and identifymg which members of the NOPD carried 

this vile taint. The photographic artistry that provided his 
income and the years he’d spent in the military gave him the time 
and the tools he needed. Even before he found hunter-net or 
realized that other “imbued” existed, Earl amassed extensive 
photographic catalogs of “wrong” cops and their unspeakable 
masters. His early experiences on hunter-net left him uncertain 
of who (if anyone) might be ‘(the good guys,” though, so he 
surprised himself with the camaraderie he felt after meeting 
Steven Williams-betterknownasSoldier91.Thetwoex-army 
men saw eye to eye, worked well together and parted as friends. 

The same could not be said of Earl’s relationship with 
Erick Franco. Their failed effort (which Erick called “Earl’s 
fuck-up”) to kill an imbued extremist calling himself “Peleus” 
left hard feelings on both sides. Earl, none too happy with 
himself, embarked on a journey of atonement that eventually 
carried him to Haiti - and possibly his demise, as he remains 
missing in action to the members of hunter.list. 
P R O F l i E  

A staunchly Catholic upbringing left Earl’s mind open to 
the possibilities of the dead rising and of the intervention of 
angels into human affairs. What he couldn’t understand was 
how racist bastards such as lager5 1 and Alleyman222 could be 
“holy warriors” alongside a genuinely good soul such as 
Soldier91. If he managed to survive his mission in Haiti, 
chances are he is a much-changed (and radically diminished) 
man. Regardless of Earl’s fate, his photographic records re- 
main in a suburban storage facility east of New Orleans. And 
even though he is ignorant ofwhat is contained there, Steven 
Williams carries the extra key to the locker.. .. 

Attributes: Strength 3, Dexterity 2, Stamina 2, Cha- 
risma 1, Manipulation 3, Appearance 2, Perception 3,  
Intelligence 3, Wits 3 

Abilities: Alertness 2, Athletics 1, Brawl 2, Bureaucracy 1, 
Computer 1, Crafts3, Dodge 1, Drive 2, Expresion3, Firearms 2, 
Investigation2, Medicine 2, Melee 2,Occult 1, Security2, Stealth 
(Scouting Missions) 4, Survival 3, Technology 2 

Backgrounds: Allies 1, Fame 1, Resources (Army Pension) 3 
Edges: (Vision) Foresee, Verbatim, Pinpoint, Delve; 

Mercy: 3, Vision: 7, Zeal: 2, Conviction: 3, Willpower: 4 
Derangement Paranoia 

(Judgment) Discern; (Martyrdom) Demand, Witness 

IY ODOR 
A tall, intense Russian with short-cropped graying hair, a 

dark goatee and a powerful build, Fyodor could be the Devil’s 
personal therapist. The fact that he’s one of the most enigmatic 
hunters around simply adds to his notoriety. His interests are 
eclectic, ranging from the world’s future to the psychology of 
the imbued and everything in between, and he pursues his 
experiments and investigations ruthlessly. He travels con- 
stantly, moving among countries and continents as his research 
dictates. Familial connections to the former KGB help to fund 
and facilitate his journeys, and he often makes use of diplomatic 
papers to get through customs unchecked or to avoid entangle- 
ments with local law enforcement. He also has been known to 
call upon other less wholesome perks when he feels the need. 

Encounters with Fyodor have been reported all over the 
world. Although he nominally lives in Kolpino, a city close to 
St. Petersburg, he has no residence there any longer and is as 
likely to be found in New York or Sydney as he is in Dubai or 
Zacatecoluca. Equally capable of shocking callousness and 
stunning benevolence, he makes many hunters extremely 



nervous. Others practically revere him. He issues many of his 
communications to the imbued community via William 

who idolizes the Russian. Hannon recently founded a tiny 
publishingcompanycalledAnchoritePresstoprintanddistrib- thatsomething- 
Ute a collection of Fyodor’s writings to the hunter community. 

The book, entitled ~~~m ~ p ~ ~ p h a  but called simply 
(lAPOCwhal* by many imbued, contains a lot of speculation 
about the origins and fate of the chosen and about the nature 
of monsters. Rumor has it that the truth about hunters and 
their foes is contained within, although it remains difficult to 
interpret if so. The book ends with a series of vivid prophecies 
that apparently are to precede the end of the world; of 
these prophecies have supposedly come true already. Much of 
the remainder of the text is equally disturbing, including 
Fyodor’s calm descriptions of torture, collusion and murder. 
His reputation would be a lot bleaker had he not restored 
Bookworm55’s lost legs in a similarly calm and public manner. 

Fyodor’s power, insight and commitment are undoubt- 
edly great, but he is a manipulative and dangerous person who 
has few scruples about playing with the lives of those around 
him. As Apocrypha is read and hotly debated by the imbued, 
Fyodor’s name becomes increasingly well known and infa- 
mous. That he does not settle down in any one place may be 
a blessing for hunter society at large. Although his travels 
make Fyodor difficult to track down and confront, they also 
prevent him from easily amassing would-be disciples. 

what had happened 
happened again, this time on a sales trip. An alarming vi 

creature he saw by the . .  roadside was .. E Harmon, a withdrawn American loner known as Vi01in99, spoke through his car radic 
-- -- ’ -- .. 

That’s when he subscribed to hunter.list. It wasn’t long 
before his first contact, Seer6, was reported dead. Shaken, 
Paul started posting on his own and sought his own path in 
this strange, new world among these confused and frightened 
people. Then, inspiration struck. He scribbled a design on a 
Piece of Paper, scanned it into his computer and Placed it, 
along with his phone number, as an ad in the local newspaper. 
Within a matter of weeks, three others had contacted him. 

Under his direction, Paul’s group began to achieve suc- 
cesses around Croydon and the home counties, quietly and 
efficiently disposing of rots, wisps and a few stranger things. 
Paul then learned of and contacted another seeming group of 

I 

PRUi hRETQW, R K l  SIX OF SWORDS^!! 
Paul Moreton was heading for a life of studied mediocrity 

among the English middle class when his world turned upside- 
down. He had a decent job in sales management, a nice house 
in Croydon, a wife who worked part time, and grown-up 
offspring. Life was good and safe, but not very exciting. The i closest to the “edge” he ever came was a flirtation with the - 
commercial occult through mass-produced tarot cards and 

C mw4 simplistic guides to the “hidden world” written by clueless 
journalists with an eye to a quick buck. 

When a sales conference offered him the chance of a trip 
to the United States, he took it. Paul was walking along 

1 

Broadway in New York City, reveling in the bustle of the city, 
when it happened. A theater sign overhead momentarily 
seemed to read, “DEATH WALKS ABROAD.” Just then he 
was iostled bv a man wearing a hat and an overcoat. - 

Paul glanced at him, then recoiled in horror as he saw the 
dead flesh hanging from the man’s face. The creature turned 
and ran. Paul, both horrified and fascinated, followed. 

The thine auicklvoutDaced Paul. much to his frustration. 
I L  

He had so kaAy questions to ask.’ As it turned out, his 
encounter was a godsend: A team of existing hunters had been 
trailing the rot for some time and had an ambush ready on a 
cross street. Paul’s intrusion distracted the thing long enough 
for the waiting imbued to take it completely by surprise. . .  - 

Once Paul had concrete proof ofwhat he had seen, he 
threatened to call the Dolice. The leader of the small ~TOUD 

“ I  

introduced himself and hered the Englishman an explanation 
over a drink. Paul listened warilv. then declared that he wanted 
nothing more to do with any ofthis, partially from frustration 
that his questions about the “monster” remained unanswered. 
Still, he took the piece of paper that was pressed into his hand. 
It had only one thing written on it: “www.hunter-net.org.” 

Upon his return home, Paul tried to put all thought of 
his mind. But only days later it 

oice 
): “BbWAKL ‘I HE BbAS I .” The 

:nough to convince him 
-either the world orhimself-had changed. 

- . . .  . -  

http://www.hunter-net.org


hunters based in central London, led by Joshua Talbot, 
known online as Stella142. The two groups, and their leaders 
in particular, became friendly rivals of sorts. 

It was only after an encounter with some monsters he 
recognized to be beyond his group’s capacity to defeat that Paul 
realized the dangers of the life he had adopted - that his 
successes thus far had been luck, nothing more. Whether 
consciously or not, he spent more and more time on hunter-net 
and less on directing his allies. As a result, he failed to notice 
how reckless and obsessive his people became, and how rela- 
tions withTalbot’s group became strained. When his neglected t wife left him, Paul‘s life, group and alliances fell apart. 

In the short time that has passed since then, Paul has 
tried futilely to find a new goal to replace his failed one. At the 
heart of his desperation is the hope that he might prove to his 
wife that the supernatural is real and win her back by making 
his vision of the future come true. 

:1LE 
Once overbearing and arrogant, Moreton is now almost 

too eager to please. He listens to any opinion and may even 
adopt it for a while, but then starts picking holes in it, 
challenges it and eventually discards it. He constantly seeks 
affirmation from other hunters. 

Attributes: Strength 2, Dexterity 2, Stamina 2, Cha- 
risma 3, Manipulation (Management Technique) 4, 
Appearance 2, Perception 3, Intelligence 3,  Wits 2 

Abilities: Bureaucracy2, Computer3, Drive 2, Empathy 1, 
Etiquette 2, Expression (Sales Pitches) 4, Interrogation 3, 
Intuition 2, Leadership 3, Occult 1, Politics 2, Subterfuge 2 

Backgrounds: Contacts 2, Patron 1, Resources 3 
ages: (vision) F ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  F ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  summon, ~ ~ l ~ ~ ;  ( D ~ -  

Vision: 7, Zeal: 2, Conviction: 6, Willpower: 6 
Derangement: Manic-Depression 

’ 
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a stranger - came into the shop displaying the Word for “us” 
on a bag that Jennie suddenly knew that others were aware, too. 
One long and revelatory conversation later, she painted a sign 
that she was told meant “safe” on the shop door. She was 
determined to meet other “imbued and to gather information. 

News of the safe haven has spread as other hunters have 
spotted the shop’s emblem. Jennie thrives on sharing news, 
opinions, information, thoughts and ideals with the hunters 
who seek shelter and consolation there. She even joins 
individuals and groups on occasional missions. She prefers 
observation to action and tries to avoid direct confrontation 
with creatures, although she has tried to destroy or rehabili- 
tate a few of them. Despite her contacts and growing theories, 
Jenny doesn’t have a regular working group. 

Messengers’ apparer 
reached some concl 
what evidence she h I a young child drove them back to a more conventional trying t? persuade 

1 , r 
fense) Ward; (Judgment) Discern 

1 
Instead, she spends a gre 

JEHHE ORRE, RKR GRSSlIZ47 
While Jennie was still an infant, her parents got caught 

up in the Hippie movement and relocated from Providence to 
San Francisco. They spent a few years living in cheap digs off 
stray jobs until financial hardship and the responsibilities of 

lifestyle. The family wound up in Seattle, running a small 
coffee shot, near Washington State Universitv. Iennie merit 

,at deal of time considering the 
It actions as logically as possible. She has 
usions that she believes are supported by 
as gathered. She has thus set her focus on 
others of her theories - with limited 

success. Jennie devotes an increasing amount of time to using 
hunter-net for that purpose. 

much of Ler youth helping in the shop and’chatting kith 
regulars - usually students, occasional lecturers and old ex- 
beatniks, from whom she acquired a large part of her radical 
thought. Encouragement, aid and occasional informal tutor- 
ing from patrons helped her get good grades, and later helped 
her into WSU. She majored in history and political science, 
worked in the coffee shop, and did well, both academically 
and in the backstabbing world of the sororities. 

Aftergraduation,shestayedonatthecoffeeshop to helpout 
her parents. Business was good, and the thought of moving into 
teaching or research was extremely unappealing. During the next 
few years, she took over and kept the shop focused on the 
university trade. Plenty ofherfriendsand former professorsmade 
a point of dropping by regularly. Although the work itself wasn’t 
demanding, talking to the clientele gave her plenty ofoppom- 
nity to use her mind and maintain an analytical outlook. 

After the Messengers revealed the truth to Jennie, she 

FROFILE 
Although outwardly pleasant and willing to help, Jennie 

is a practiced manipulator and is comfortable feigning friend- 
ship to further her own ends. She feels it’s her duty to spread 
the “truths” she has discovered to other imhried and thnt’s n 
more worthwhile goal to her than mer1 , 

sters. Privately, she believes the philosophers-among the 
imbued to be considerably more important than the r( 
many of whom her military history has taught her to consider 
expendable - sad but necessary sacrifices. 

Attributes: Strength 2, Dexterity 3, Stamina 1, Cha- 
risma 3, Manipulation (Evocative) 5 ,  Appearance 3, 
Perception 2, Intelligence (Creative) 4, Wits 3 

Abilities: Academics (History) 3, Fmnathv ? Fvnreccinn 

(Oratory) 4, Intuition 2, Leadership (- .. 
mance (Acting) 3, Research 2, Science (Chemistry) 3,  
Subterfuge 3, Technology 2 

I 
I 

I 

i 
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spent a long time weighing and discarding various theories Backgrounds: Allies 2, PnntQrrr 2 TnfIn.n,oD 1 1 ~ ~ ~ .  I i about the state of the world. It wasn’t until another hunter - tor 3, Resources 3 



Edges: (Vision) Foresee, Pinpoint, Delve; (Judgment) 

Vision: 7, Zeal: 3, Mercy: 1, Conviction: 6, Willpower: 8 
Derangements: Puppeteerism 

Discern, Burden; (Innocence) Fools Luck 

KIM SUM, RKR W l T ? d  
Perhaps the most well-known of the imbued, Sun has 

played an instrumental role in the salvation of confused and 
frightened fellow hunters, and in the formation of a burgeon- 
ing hunter society. Hunter-net is a vital lifeline to hundreds 
of chosen, a place to share ideas, gather information, discuss 
strategy and gain the reassurance of knowing that other ’ people suffer the same ordeals. Hunter-net and its various sub- 

1 sites and lists provide a structure for hunters to relate and 
communicate, and these virtual tools have saved lives more 
times than anyone can know. 

A first-generation American, Sun grew up with a blend 
of New World hope and Eastern mysticism. His parents 
married young and emigrated in the late 1950s, coming to the 
United States to work as tailors for a relative. Through hard 
work and dedication, they slowly established themselves 
sufficiently to start their own small business. Sun’s mother was 
devoutly spiritual and taught her children a traditionalist 
blend of Buddhism and Taoism. His father, excited by the 
opportunities and rewards his new home offered, was ex- 
tremely proud that his children were American and did his 
best to instill a sense of duty and gratitude in them. 

Always quick to see technological and cultural innovation 
in a mystical light, Sun grew up fascinated by computers. An old 
Zen koan states that the world can be held within a rock, 
although the rock is within the world. To him, computersseemed 
to provide an answer to that and other equally ancient riddles. 
They gave control over energy, could transmute light and sound, 
and in many ways fulfilled much of the promise of meditation. 
Sun spent every available moment of his late teenage years 
playing with, programming, repairing and building computers, 
and he was active on the Internet years before it was fashionable. 
After college, he got a job in Santa Clara, specializing in 
communication technology and protocols. He scarcely noticed 
when his parents moved back to Taiwan in the early ’90s. 

I 
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Sun was imbued at agas station on his way home from work 
one night. As he was paying the clerk, he heard the words, 
“INHERIT THE EARTH,” and realized that the man paying 
at the pump was a rotting corpse. Sun walked outside and 
watched the thing get into its car. When it drove out of the 
station, Sun followed, not really knowing what to do. In fact, he 
was surprised to find himself speeding up behind the thing on 
a quiet stretch of road and then frantically sideswiping the car, 
sending it off the highway and into a tree. Sun pulled over and 
cautiously approached the wreck. The man inside was dead - 
but now he didn’t move. Terrified by what he’d seen and done, 
Sun realized he had to cover up any sign of his involvement. He 
grabbed one of the old newspapers blowing on the wind around 
him, stuffed it into the car’s gas tank and lit the free end. 

After he’d calmed down, the enormity of Sun’s experience 
sank in. He’d deliberately murdered an obviously intelligent 
creature just because it didn’t look right, not only betraying 
everything his mother ever taught him, but also branding him 
as bigoted as any  fool he’d known growing up. Guilt-stricken, 
he swore a solemn oath to learn as much as he could about these 
beings that secretly inhabited the world. Once he discovered 
the existence of other people who’d also been “imbued,” he was 
determined to share whatever information he acquired, to 
make sure that all people like him were informed, not ignorant. 

Sun has remained true to his vow. Despite occasional 
desires to lash out, he refuses to take aggressive action without 
first learning everything he can about a subject - sometimes 
doing so much research that he actually accomplishes noth- 
ing or misses his opportunity to act. His recent experience in 
Pittsburgh weighs on him as a reminder of the rift between 
theoretical discussion and practical action. Sun is realizing 
that the only way to “inherit the Earth” in the way he 
envisions may be to take a step back from the electronic realm 
and understand the real world better. 
PRW 

Sun believes that the best possible future for mankind is 
to retreat to the safety and protection of cyberspace, where the 
collective human unconscious has already begun to gather, 
courtesy of the Internet. There, people might escape monsters 
and the limitations of the physical world - by inheriting an 
electronic one. Hunter-net is a first step toward realizing this 
dream; his defenses for the site are prototypes for the defenses 
his new realm might need. He recognizes his goal as far- 
fetched, but no more so than possessing strange gifts or 
learning that the world is run by monsters. The Messengers’ 
apparent willingness to augment his online efforts thus far 
give Sun reason to believe that he’s on the right track. 

Attributes: Strength 2, Dexterity 3, Stamina 3,  Charisma 
(Trustworthy) 4, Manipulation 3, Appearance 2 ,  Perception 
(Insightful) 4, Intelligence (Book-smart) 4, Wits 3 

Abilities: Alertness 2 ,  Bureaucracy 2, Computer 
(Internet) 5, Dodge 2 ,  Drive 2 ,  Expression (Letters) 5, Fire- 
arms 2 ,  Intuition 3, Leadership (Friendliness) 4, Melee 1, 
Occult 1, Research (Internet) 4, Security 3 ,  Subterfuge 2 ,  
Technology (Customizations) 4 

Backgrounds: Contacts (Internet) 4, Destiny 5, Patron 3,  
Resources 3 

Edges: (Vision) Foresee, Pinpoint, Delve; (Defense) 
Alarm, Rejuvenate 

Vision: 8, Zeal: 3 ,  Conviction: 4, Willpower: 9 
Derangements: Manic-Depression, Tunnel Vision 




